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Holland City News.
YOL. IX.-NO.30.

HOLLAND,
YfEBNGS, D.

R., Drag Store. Fine Drag*, MedIcincB.FancyGooaH,ToiletArticlee
and Perfumeries. River street.

&!i? gallant! ^ity gniijs,

VAN

V

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

mmi

CII7,
OFFICE: VAN LANDEGEND’S BLOCK.

OTTO

J.

Produce. Etc-

WALSH HEBER, Druggist& Pharmacist; a
» ? full stock of goods appertaining to the bus-

Beans, |) bushel .....
(ft 1 00
Butter, V lb ....................
15
Clover seed, lb ............
(ft 5 00
Egg*. V dozen .....................
11

(ft
(ft
Honey, $ ...................... (ft 11
Hay, V ton ....................... @
8 00
Onions, ^ bushels ................ @
Potatoes, bushel ................
(ft 25

farslture.

icture

Timothy Seed, V bushel ..........

Frames, etc.: River street.

if

“
“

General Dealers, In Dry
Goods, Groceries, Crockery, ilats and Caps,
Flour. Provisions, etc. ; River st.

V

JOB PRINTING PROMPTLYAND NEATLY DONE.

(

“
“
Column
JX ““
2
3

50
5 O'
8 00
10 00
3

.............
...........
.............
.....

'•

17

.......

.

(K)

25 00

.............

Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
$2.00 per annum,

lines,

Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published wbitout charge for subscribeis.

An X before the Subscriber'sname will donote
the expiration of the Subscription.Two XX signify that no paper will be continued after date.

“
“
“
“ ““
“
“ ““

on.

Holland,
Liver?

Mich.

Holland,

m.
m.

3.25 p.
p.

Muskegon, Penlwater

&

New

5.25 a. m.
3.35 p. m.
* 8.20 a. m.

Rapids. 1.30 p.m.
#5 35 p. m.
J 9.50 p. m.

Big

Buffalo «fc

Chicago.

J

“ “
“ *
“
“ “
“
f

1.30 a. in.
5.15 a. m.

*0.00 a.

m.

8.15 a. m.
* 2.30 p. w.

7.20 “
9.38 “
p.m.

1

* 7.40

55 “
m.

10.20 p.

1

H„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office
audbarn on Marketslrcet.EverythinglirstWhat

II., Dealer In Fresh, Salt,
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
and twine; Slh street.

V

column.

Hasufactoriei,Hills, Shops, Etc.

9
8
7
7
5
5
3

10
2b
55
00
55
25
50

N 0. 2.

City Bakery, where you

riEALD, R.K., Manufacturerof andDealerin
II Agricultural Implements;commission agent
for

Mowing Machines* cor.

pAUELS.VAN PUTTEN A

I

a. in.

12 05
11 45
11 88
11 08
10 40
10 20
9 30

30, 1880.

No.

8.

a. in.

Muskegon,
Fcrrysburg,
Grand Haven,
Pigeon,
Holland,
Fillmore,
Allegan,

7
8
8
9
11
11
1

No. 1,
p. m.

00
15
45
40
05
85
05

8
3
3
4
4
4
5

05
35
40
06
85
55
40

STEA.MBOA.T EXPRESS
Leaves Allegan, for the north, 6.25 p. m.
Holland, “ “ 7.25
Grand Haven, “ “ 8.20 “
Grand Haven, “ south, 6.20 a. m.
Holland, “ " 7.25
Arrive at Allegan, “
“ 8.35 “

“
“

•*

‘*

This train arrivesat Grand Rapids via L. S. &
M. S. at 10:00 a. m. ar.d at Chicagovia L. S. & M.
S. at 4:20 p. m.
FRED. H. MAY, Manager.
B.

C.

Leavenworth,Oen'l Freight Agent.
CHAS. J. OTIS, Agent,

Holland, Mich.
Close connections made at Allegan with G. R. &
I. R. R. and L. S. & M. S. for Plainwell, Kalamazoo Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, and points cast.

Tickets to all the principal cities In the
South, and East at popular prices.

CO., Proprietors
and Flour

^VlkMS.P. 11. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. CorKHh and River streets.

of the world— not only docs not believe

these stories, but explainsthat from the
very nature

of the counting machinery

the data on which they arc based must bo

worthless. The enumerators have been
selected by the Census

Departmentwith

care; they are presumably honest, and
their honesty

is

fostered by the fact that if

detected in fraud they go

two

years,

and

to the peniten-

that frauds are

II. Attorney and Councelor at Law,
corner of River and Eighth streets.

to

The prohibitionistsare doing their best
make it appear that every man who op-

ald

is

is

coucerned the evidence of

verry important.

It

ments, which make it a heinous crime to
Bab manufacture or sell spirituousliquor, beer
McDon- or wine, is anti-temperancein his senti-

far as

seems

to

supply ments.

store.

at his trial, and
at

The

letter takes this

view of the

matter, and has gone so far as to denounce

had it been forthcoming as traitorsto the temperance cause some

that time might have resulted in

his

of the ablest and most active red ribbon

conviction.— 77<« Nation.

advocates in the state, because they did
not approve of the muzzle policy. Van
Fleet, editor of said paper, has also re-

13-tf

International,Prof.

Bonamy

peatedly asserted that every opponent of

MOST, HENRY D.,

Real Estate and Insurance
Tiif. finest silks and Satins for trimmings Price, of Oxford, criticises Prof. Walker’s his fanatical policy is in league with the
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer ;Uol
ectlons made In Hollandand vicinity.
and other fancy trimmings,can now be work on “Money.” As his own conclu- so called auti-temperanceelement, and

A

HARRINGTON.

E. J.

A

Biddle.

case

it

is

that they are responsible for the evils aris-

matter of extreme impor- ing from drunkenness.

a

Now

the truth

is,

portance that silver should be retained as

that there is no anti temperance advocates

a

in

constituent part of the

money

of the

this

or any other state.

The

liquor

end with- dealers would not lay a straw in the way
Four people sat down at a table to play,
out wide-spead and ever-abiding injury, of any effort that might be made to supThey played all that night and part of
press drunkenness or promote moderation
one method alone is available.* * *
next day.
Gold is seasonably steady— is good money. in the use of stimulants.It is also true
This one thing observe, that when they
Let it be the standard to which all other that the men whose weakness of will power
were seated,
coins are referred; but let the principle to permits excessive indulgence—the drunkNobody played with, and nobody cheated;
govern its use, in combination with the ards, if you please— condemn to a man.
Yet when they got up, each was winner
uncertain and capriciousmetal silver, be their inexcusable error, and despise every

O

CL'HOUTEN,F. J., Physicianand Accoucher.
kj Office at Dr. Schouieu’sdrug store. Eighth

a guinea,

40 jy.

Who

Vf ANTING, A. G., Physician and Surgeon;
•»?A office at GruafrchapVillage,Allegan county,
Mich. Officehours from 10 to 12 a.
26-ly.

tells me this

riddle I’m sure is no

ninny,

x.

The answer to this is, “they were four
musicians.”

VTATES, O. E.,

A

any

world ;

UCilOUTEN,R. A., Physician and Surgeon;
officeat the First Ward Drug Store, Eighth
Street.

street.

sion on the silver question he says: “In

found at the cheap cash store of

I EDEBOER, F.S., City Physician and Surgeon;
office at residence, on Eighth street, near
CUi. A M. L. S. R. R. crossing.

Physician and Surgeon. Office
at his residence, Overysel, Mich.

They exerted themselves,

till

they needed

and

to secure this great

man who

the proclamation from time to time, by other
public aythority, of the proportion in them.

which silver coins shall exchange with
those composed of gold. Upon such a
basis both can be legal-tenders— gold always without change

;

falls into the pit with

Before and After.

Now

the gold coin stand

a

days when a couple of fools are

engaged,

Physicians,

ing simply on the quantity of metal it conT’is sickening to see how they spoon.
suffered much pain and agony
tains.
Silver, too, can he legal-tender,
LFIGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer,GalThey think brothers or sisters are all
endured,
±± lery opposite this office.
but in paying debts reckonedin gold coins,
the way,
Till they used Eclectric Oil and then they
Saddleri.
in fact, in their relation to silver coins;
Until after the Honey moon,
were cured.
VAUPELL, H., Manufacturerof and dealer in
the number of silver coins constitutingthe
Then when married life comes with
Y Harness,Trunks, Saddles and Whips; Sold by D. R. Meengs, Holland, Mich.
gold one to be determined,from time to
Eighth street.
Phfographir.

They

Tobacci and Cigars.

A Free Book

A

O. J., Generaldealer In Tobacco,
Cigars, Snuff, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
Watchei aad Jawilry.

of nearly 100 large

octavo

pages for the sick. Full of valuable
notes-

by

Dr. E. B. Foote,— on Scrofula;

Diseases of the Breathing Organs; Dis-

both iu the metal

market. The machinery

required for the working ot

most

able. Sent

cases these diseases are cur-

will involve complicationsand require

stamp. Address
HILL PUB. CO.,

for three cent

MURRAY

I. 0. Of 0. F.
HoLLANDClty Lodge, No. 192,Indepf;ndentOrder
of Odd Fellowa, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
Fellow's Hall, HollandMich.,on Tuesday Evening

0-6m

of each week
Visiting brothers are cordially i nvited .

A bio boom of the right sort

John Hdxmkl, N. G.
Will H. Rookbs, R. 8.

No. 129 E. 28th

St., N.

mately bar out success.” [Prof. Bonamy

Price

is

Burgess’

posite

post-office. 29-4w

their cooing with broom sticks and

mops.
Contusions and bruises, will sometimes
Their beautiful featuresto

spoil,

Their only relief in such cases as these,
Is Dr.

Pally Items.

Y.

Gallery: Six pictures for 50 cents. Op-

nurse.

And

appear,
the greatest living au-

thority on political economy.— Ed.]

Thomas’ Eclectric Oil.

Sold by D. R. Meeugs, Hollandt Mich.

Never
at

known as

Their spooning it very soon drops,
Their Billing is done by tbe doctors and

U

in

its

this process

consideration ; but, if tbe end Is desired
A BREYllAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers, easei of Men ; Diseases of Women; Aches
and dealers In Fancy Goods ; Corner of Marin earnest, no difficulty of detail will ultiand Pains; Heart Troubles;and a great
ket and Eighth Street.
variety of Chronic Diseases, with evidence

In

troubles and cares;

time, according to the metalic values of

TOSLIN

Notary Public; River street.

A

cock

In the

M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and

TJARKS, W.

larger

know what an amount of
labor they could save iu washing and
house cleaning by using Coaline they
would all rush to try it. For sale at Van

that

River street.

a

sec

If the people

Putten’e Drug

Attorney!.

\fC BRIDE, P.H Attorney and Counselor at
Ivl Law, and Proctor in Admiralty. No. 11

cun

at the

Notar? Public!.

.

JJOWARD,

as all the rest

poses the proposed Constitutional Amend-

many connectinglinks that were wanting

of Mugger Mitts; (Steam Saw
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

rpK ROLLER,
West,

gwiiwiw Diwlory.

vent any accumulationof evidence of the

Mr. Bristow out of office. 80

call

variety than anywhere else in the city.

& River street.

10th

Going Scnth.

STATIONS.

much

aa

whiskey frauds, and if necessaryto turn

If you want canned goods,

the disease of the Eye, Ear and Throat a
specialstudy. Office hours nlgthl and day, on the
cor. of Eighth and River sis., Holland, Mich. 6-ly

Grand Haven Bail Boad.

Qsisg North.

—perhaps, indeed,

is the best family

harmless. Sec “Truths” in another

VAN DER HAAR,

U

No. 4.
p. m,

Walker, the

Superintendentof the Census, who knows
more about the matter than anybody else

tiary for

Truth and sobernesscompels us to an- count of another interview with the PresiHop Bitters, being pure, perfect and dent, at which the latter promised to pre-

V

May

ately, or fortunately,General

swer,

V^N

Effect,Sunday,

same

of the ring,

Truth and Soberness.

* Mixed trains,
Dally except Sunday at
ind Monday.
J Daily except Saturday.
SCHELVEN, O., Justiceof the Peace,
, Mondays only.
Notary Public, Conveyancer, etc. Office,
Van Landegcnd'sBlock.
All other iratus daily except Sundays.
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
PhyiicUni.
time which is 20 minutes later than Columbus
time.
|>EST, R. B., Physician and Surgeon,has made
+

Taken

the

gift

tv

3.20 p. m.

on

and that at the time of the easily discoveredby tbe system of checks
to General Grant of a carriage and in use. So we doubt if this cry will be of
horses by the ring he took from the Presi- much use, and trust Republican workers

JPditiimal ^ofal

aal Sale Stablei.

then inferring cheating

scale in all other districts. But unfortun-

as

says that Commissioner Douglass was one

noONE

iJ

*7.30 “
9.40

@

8-ly

IT'UITE, J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
IV vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.

J 1.40 a. m.
f 5.20 “

a.m.
1.50 p.m.
J 10.10 p.m.

a Democratic campaign document. McDonald says that there was a
appear

D

L>ave

8.14

tants as tbe returns would seem to contain,

pay-

now and

dent the sum of three dollars, “to enable and speakers will turn to more serious matmedicine in the him to say, if the question were asked,
ters. We venture to say that many more
il
world to regulate the bowels, purify the that ho had sold the team to him.” At
voters are disgusted and repelled than are
Heat kartell.
blood, remove costivenessand billious- another time a box of cigars with a
won over by this sort of electioneering.—
1»UTKAU & VAN ZOEREN, New Meat Mar- ness, aid digestion and stimulate the
thousand-dollar bill enclosed was sent to The Nation.
ket, near corner Eighth and Fish Street. All
whole system.
kinds of sausages constantly on hand.
General Babcock. He also gives an ac-

Roittls.

* 3.40 a. in.

will

It

make

Effect, Thursday, July 8, 1880.

Trains.

and

Pork, “

J. 11., Livery and Sale Stable;
Ninth street, near Market.

Chicago & West Michigan R. B.

Grand Rapids.

it,

®

^IBBELINK,

Arrive at
Holland,

money for

@

class.

Taken

ing auy hush

S

THIS PAPER r^w'Tl Co's

$ail

from

cans, who prudently refrained

“

Michigan.

All advertising bills collectable quarterly. be relied
on tile at Geo.

YORK.

3 25

a

X

change’s.

Newspaper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce St.), where
advertising contracts may be made for it in NEW

is
it, of course, derives a certain apparent
convicted whiskey-thief, and support from such undoubtedly fraudusince his release from prison has been lent operations as the Alabama election.
getting ready, “with the aid of a young The way the story is worked up is by

—m

Michigan.

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three

UT'

connection of both General Grant late sectional feelingin the canvass;and

Oats. ^ hushfl ......................
distinct understanding between General
Buckwheat, bushel .............65 f-o
Bran. 4 100 lbs ....................
<&
Grant, Joyce the revenue agent, Ford the
@ 18 00
Jas. Ryder, proprietor. Feed, « ton ......................
$ 100 lb .....................
90 collector,and himself that a ring should
Located near the Chi. & W. Mich. K. R. depot, has good facilities for the travelingpublic,and Barley, V 100 lb ........... ......... 1 20(iA 1 30
be formed for the purpose of getting up a
Its table is unsurpassed.On Ninth sir., Holland, Middling, 100 lb ..... ..........
1 00
Flour, V brl
S-ly
(ft 4 80 campaign fund, and that Grant’s collusion
Pearl Barley, ^ 100 lb .....
(ft 3 00
T)ELGRI.M,M., Proprietor of Ottawa House. Rye K bush ............
(ft 65 with the ring “consisted in his utilization
Good accommodations for steady boarders, Corn Meal ^ 100 Ibg .....
90 of corrupt money to secure his election.”
and every facilityfor transientguests The En- Fine Corn Meal ^ 100 lbs
1 20
glish, German and Holland languages are spoken.
After this object was secured McDonald
Corner of First and Fulton street, Grand Haven,
Heats, Etc.
wanted to dissolve the conspiracy, but on
6-ly
Beef, dressed per !>....
laying the matter before Grunt and Bab.. ..
4* (ft
Lard .....
.............
This hotel is located on the cor. uf'Nihth and
cock it was determined to
further
Turkeys, per lb .........
1ft 11
Fish sirs., convenient to both depots. Terms,
use
of
it
for
third-term
purposes.
He
(ft 8
$1.00 per day. Good accommodations can always Chickens, dressed per lb.

OIKENIX HOTEL.
I.

5 00
8 00
8 00 10 00
10 00 17 00
17 00 25 00
25 00 40 00
40 00 65 00

tended to set all doubt at rest with regard ly used, in default of outrages, to stimuto the

dry ......................
$ 3 50 journalist,and octavo volume ot some six taking what appears to be tbe returns in
green ...................
2 56 hundred pages. This is said to have been
certain districts, and showing that these
beach, cry ......................2 50
green ....................2 00 ottered in the first instance to the Republi- districtscannot contain as many inhabi-

Mich.

I 3 m. I 6 m. I 1 Y.

Square ...........

Southern representation,is being vigorous-

•*

thing first-class.Cor. of Eighth and 5lurkct sirs.
Holland,
8-ly

months.
1

(ft

/AITY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers & Sons, ProGrain, Feed, Etc.
\J prietors.The largest and best appointed
hotel in the city. Ample accommodations for Wheat, white ^ bushel ....... .- new
permanent boarders and transientguests. Every- Corn, shelled bushel ...........

ten linee, nonpareil,) 75 cents
llrst insertion, and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion for any period under three

out with “revelations” on the subject In

himself

Railroad ties
Shingles, A $

Hotelt.

Oue square of

Southern Oeniui.

Cordwood,maple,

TTAN PUTTEN G„

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

446.

and Babcock with the conspiracy. He

Wood, Stavu, Etc,

Qistral Ceuleri.

paid at three months, aiul $3.00 if
paid at six months.

NO.

lb

Yf BYEH, H. A CO., Dealers in all kinds of FurItI nitnre,Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,

Terms of Subscription:
pr year if paid in advance; $1.75

WHOLE

1880.

John McDonald, the most prominent
The report that there have been, or are
member of the Whiskey Ring which was going to be, tremendous census frauds at
broken up by Secretary Biistow, has come the South, wrought iu order to increase

cines, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Din Bibo's Family Medicines;Eighth 8t.

D(JeSBURG,

4,

Whiskey Bing Expoiure,

parkftis.

PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Drugs, Medi-

iness.

Editor and Publisher.

$I.o0

®wr

ATi

a weeklyITewbpaper,

MHND

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

MICH.,

a

day passes but we hear of some

accident through the careless use of kero-

sene. Heads of

families should caution

their domestics about using it to start a

An

oriental traveller describes this busy

scene, witnessed on historic shores:

steamer lauded on

a beach

“Our

which was the

and at the same time always port of Antiocb, whcie tbe disciples were
keep
a
supply
of Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric first called Christians.There was no
Coaline is a new liquid,cheap, but very
A Regular Communication of Unity Lodge,
Bnrtori.
No. 191. F.& 4. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall, useful for all purpoaesof cleaning. Once Oil on hand, best cure for buros, cuts,
town at the water’s edge, no people, no
Holland,Mich., os Wednesday evening, Sept.
you have tried it you will be convincedof wounds, etc. Sold by D. R. Meeugs, Hol- wharf. Tbe passengers and the merchanT\E GROUT, L. barber. Hair catting, shaving, 15, at 7 o'clock, sharp.
shampoonlng,hair-dyeing,etc., doneatrea
Otto Bbbtvan. W. M.
_
its power to clean. Go to Van Putten’e land, Mich.
dise were put ashore in lighters, which
sonablo rates. Barber shop next door to the City W. H. Joslin, Sec'u.
14— ly
Drug store, the only place in the city where
ran up in tbe sands. A troop of camels
Joseph Rusan, Percy, Ontario, writes:
you can buy it, and give it a trial. I8-tf
with their driver, lay on tbe beach, ready
CoBBinionkerchut.
"I was induced to try Thomas’ Eclectric
Eighth street.

7.

ft

fire with,

A. X.

U

__

Hotel.

H.

VAN DEB WEYDEN,
Successorto

TJEACH BRO’8, CommissionMerchants,

and
X> dealers in Grain, Floor and Prodnoe. High*
est market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
store cor. Eighth « Fish streets,Holland, Mich. 17
Blitllt.

pi EE, D. M., Dental Burgeon; residenceand
VJ office No. 42 Ninth street,next door to the
First Reformed Ohnreh. Sra|i ail Hediolan.

|“\OE8BURG. J.

O., Dealer In Drags and Medlcines, Paints and Oils, Brashes, &c. Phy*
sician’sprescriptlonecarerally putnp: Eighth st.

U

P.

OTTE &

CO.

Manufacturersand Jobbersof

FINE CIGARS

Any kind of Men’s and Boy’s Clothing
cut and made to order according to the
latest styles. We have some very fine
goods. Call and see us

at

BRUSSE’S CLOTHING HOUSE,

Oil for a lameness which troubledme for
three or four years, and 1 found
article I ever

blessing to

it

the best

tried. It has been a great

me.”

Holland, Mich.

to transfer the goods into the interior.

Among

the articles landed were boxes

marked

‘Dr. J. C.

Ayer

&

Co., Lowell,

Ma8S.,U. 8. A.t* showing that they con
Sold by D. R. Meengs,
tained medicinesand whence they came.

These with other goods were hoisted on
Leopold Spiedel, 201 Sbumway Street, the backs of camels, for transportionto
Buffalo, N. Y., says be has used Dr. Antioch. Thus the skill of the West sends
GRAND RAPIDS. MICH.
HomoeopathicRemediea.— Fifteen cent Thomas’ EclectricOil in bis family for back its remediesto heal the maladies of
coughs and colds, and that is the best populations that inhabit those Eastern
always be found at the large store of H. Chart, for sale at p. R. Meeng’s Holland, thing he ever knew. Sold by D. R. shores, whence onr spirtual manna came. ”
C. Akely & Co., at Grand Haven. 17— tf! I Mich.
27-4w
Meengs, Holland,Mich.
—Windsor (Vt.) Chronicle.
22 South Division Street,

12-tf

•

Main

St., Zeeland,

Mich.

transferredto the Pacific court. I have not tendered
my resignation. All my information In tho matter
lias been derived from newspapersof the day. I
Their Correapotidenceat the
had no communication
whatever relating to the sub•f the Electoral Controversy.
ject with the authorities
until after the rumor of my
out the brains of two
them. The
the troops overtakingVictoria and his Apaches,
removal was published from Washingtonas groundothers then
fjood their escape.
New York, Aug. 28.
less.
Then
Gen.
Sherman
wrqte mo a note to tho
Coroner's verdict— iustifiablehomicide.... although tliey have punished the Indians, seThe two lottera of Gen. Sherman so frequent* same effect.
Green Ellis, a negro, has been lynched at Guth- verely. The latest news is to tho effect that
I am In no wise responsiblefor any statement conly spoken of as having brought firth the rerie, Kv., for assaultingand robbing a white the hoe tiles have again retreatedinto Mexico,
cently-published letter of Gen. Hancock, dated j tainedin the dispatch in question,or for any miswoman.... The large tobacco f acton- of L. J. and that the Mexican troops have again failed
conception which ha* arisen concerning this subject
CaroudeletP. 0., St Louis, Mo., Dec. 28, 1876,
from firstto last lam very truly you rs,
Cottrell, and several adjacent buildings,at to do their part in protectingthe Bio Grande
are as follows :
Winfield H. Hancock.
Owensboro. Ky., have been burned. Loss esti- and interceptingVictoria
Eighteen of the Headquarters Army or the United States,)
To William H. Hurlbut, editorNew York World.
mated at $350, 000.
gang of Mexican Greasers who killed the
Washington, D. C., Dec. 4, 1870. j
An exciting scene was enacted near American miners Conollv, Yonmans and Ar- Gen. W. 8. Huicock, New York City :
Dear GaneraI/ — 1 have Just receivedyour letter
New York, Jan. 19, 1677.
nold, at Michauchan, in March, have been ar! ;
1
/
the close of the Arnold murder, trial, at Nichof the 3d, and have telegraphed you my consent to
Gen. W. T. Sherman,United States Army, Washingrested.
your proposed trip. I cannot fore-ee any objections,
ton, D. C. :
A fire at Philadelphia destroyed the olasville,Ky. C. J. Uronson, who was prosYoung Jesse Grant, son of the Gen- and hope soon that events will admit of a return to
My Dear General: I have been qu te busy
ecuting, denounced a certainpart of the testitheir porta of the companies detachedat tho South.
flour mill of W. B. Thomas A Co., the hollowsince
arrival,and have not felt like writing
monv for the defense as a forger)’. Senator eral, will shortly lead to the altar Miss Lizzie Dut even- time I make a move iu that directionI much, my
so that I have not written to you as 1 intended,
ware foundry of Stuart A Peterson, and the Voorhees,of Indiana, who was defending,said
Chapman, daughter of a wealthy Califorma am met by insurmountable objections. Three of in reply to your favor acknowledgingthe receipt of
the companies of the First Artidery from Fort Sill
cigar manufactoryof Gum pert is Bro. Tho that no such testimony had beer, introduced. land-owner.
my letter from Caroudelet. I wished to notice simply
reported at Columbus, Ohio, yesterday,and will be
loss is placed at *200,000; fully insured.... Some of the spectators took part in the dispute,
your reference to the Revised Statutesaud one or
here Uits evening.Everything is ready for them.
Southern
Pacific
railroad
track
two other points In s brief way. I will
Loeb A Co., exporters and importersof clocks, and, during the confusion, a brother of the
The last company, I suppose, was detained at Fort
hardware and silver-platedgoods at New York, prisoner ran up to Mr. Bronson and attempted has reached to within 1% miles of El Paso, Sill to await relief on the way. Tell Gem Fry do so yet, but not to-day,as I am house-bunting, or
apartment or hotel-hunting,rather. It is too late in
have failed with liabilitiesof *400,000. . .It is to shoot him with a revolver. The weapon was Mexico, and it is believed tho rails will be laid (Adjutant General) that in esse of any order*
the season to accomplishmuch here in that way,
reported that Mrs. Kate Chase Sprague will wrenched from his grasp after a bard struggle. t> that point by Jan. 26.
I will have them sent you ot New York, and he
save to pay out money and get but little sathfactiou
can
execute
them.
The
political
orders
to
shortly return to her husband's roof at Canon- When order was restored and the prisoner had
in retuni.
Among
the
passengers
by
the
steamer
Huger
at
Columbia
preferred
should
go
been brought back into the -court-room,his
cbet, NarragansettPier.
The proposition for a joint committeeinsure*
President
through
oMvS^rhey we« not military.~ I h peaceful solution of the Presidentialquestion,
the Hartford racing course, last w.fe plac^ lierself upon h« kn^ aud Iwk^ , Herder, from Hamburg, which arrivedat
if it becomesa law, and. in my opinion, gives to
defiance at tho Judge ana jun.
.
j York on the 1st hist;, were the eight victorious dislike much to have our soldiers used in connection
Gen. Hayes chances ho did not have before. 1
week, St. Julien beat bis own record by half a same evennig,rettinied a verdict of not gmltv.
imnie from with a legislativebwly, but ordera coming from Uie
have considered that Mr. Tilden’s chances were
U) i,e 0^e<!. They form a had presecond, making a mile in 2:11)^. He made the Arnold’s brother, who attempted to assassinate American Turners on tlu way home
impregnable. Not so Mr. Hendricks. Now it
the ProsecutingAttorney,was tlicn arraignedj Frankfort,where they took part in the inter- cedent,hut thus far have prevented a collisionof
seems to me that Gov. Hayes has somethingmore
first quarter at a 2:11 gait, tho half mile at a
and fined *1,000 and sentencedto one year in national amateur gymnastic athletic tourna- anus between inflamed partiMin a
than an equal chmico, but definiteresults aunot be
2:10 gait, and reached the end of the third
tho
I ment. Among 400 competitorsfrom
1 trust you will find Mrs. Hancockand your St.
foreshadowed.Fortunately, trouble need not be
quarterin 1:38}/....Gabrail, Kelly A Humph- the penitentiary.
France and all parts of Germany,the repro- Louis friends well. Truly yours,
provided against by tho use of the army, should tho
rey's flooring-nulls
at Mount Morris, near Roches—
w.
T.
Suebman,
General
Hebert, a Pr0U1*‘ ( m-ntatives of the United States ’ Tnrnerbund
bill become a law. If the bill passes^ and Oeu.
ter, N. Y , were set on fire by an incendiary, and
Grant vetoes it, Mr. Tilden’schances wih be stronger
aent citizen of Louisiana, is
i carried off the greater part of the twenty-two
totally destroyed. The loss is estimated at
Headquarters Army of the United States,) than before ; certainly if he and his friendssupported
furious rain-storm visited Rich- ;
for Boneral excellency in gymnasWashington,
D. C., Dec. 17, 1876. j
the measure, public opinion will strengthen his po$50,000.
To Gen. W. S. Hancock, JeffersonBirracks,Mo.:
sition.
Dr. Ch arles Thom as Jackson, an
,
mond. Va., flooding the lower part of the city,
Deti{0IT (li8patdi of the 1st inst.
MyDear General:- Lest your peace of mindmay
The danger in the compromisequestion,or jointbo disturbed by the foalls’i rejxirt bmdied In the
nent Boston physician aud scientist, ia dead .... A i aIlt* doing « great Seal of damage lo property,
committee plan, is that the defeatedcandidate might
states that at least ten lives were lost by the newspapersabout your lelng ordered from New
appeal to the Supreme Court on grounds of illegal
distressing accidentis reportedfrom Lowell,
York, 1 will tell you there is not a word of truth iu
burning of the steamer Marine City.
(unconstitutional)
decisions. I am very truly yours,
it
Neither the Presidentnor Secretaryof War has
Winfield H. Hancock.
Mass, Five boys who attended a picnic near
(jCN
has issued a general
ever Intimated to me such a purpose, ai d I know I
The correspondenceclosed by Gen. Sherman
have never said a word nor written a syllable to that
I order regard^ t.edt.U, of Itrig. Geo. Myer

HANCOCK— SHERMAN.

tbo house of n colorod man near Cochran, Ga., Guard. John W. Thompson,of the District of
broke open the door, and fired into the house. Columbia.
The occupant took down bis shot-pun and blew
TafcRE seems but little prospect of
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while proceeding from Sutton, N. H., to the meridian °f his usefulness, the country has lost !
Free-Will Baptist Convention at East Ware, ; R m0Ht distinguished and promisingofficer, and 1
stopped at the house of a man named Daniels ^le Signal Service an able, efficientand zealousj
for refreshments,and were poisoned by
potatoes on whose vines Paris-greenhad
JrnGF Kfy retired from the office of.
used. Four of the partiesare m a very dan- JUDGE 1XE1 retired iroin me
gerons condition,and- the proprietorof the Postmaster General Aug. 25. and the Hon.
house cannot
j Horace Maynard, late Minister to Turkey, was

writing Gen. Hancock that “The passageof
the bill for counting the electoral vote, a|>proved by tho President, ends, in my judgment, all possibledanger of confusion or disorder in connectionwith tho Presidential im-

,

Republican State Convention of

homes. About two miles from Lowell j The order says his perseverance, energy aud
I see in the Republican (of St Louis) that riot only
Iowa assembled at Des Moines Aug. 25, mid wss
the
order made, but that I destroyed
tore
the train passed under a bridge. R tact, resulting in the establishing of a uniform ..... ,
i
u, . i
-----------, .7-;^It, and
-----being dark at tho time, the pickmckers| international system of simultaneousmeteoro- ' nominated tbo following State ticket: State I out the leaves of the reconl.bookcouUinlng
a copy.
did not notice the bridge,and, being seated logical observations, affords to tho world the Auditor, W. V. Lucas ; Register of the Land
to'crJuJ a^MUon^The^ue U
on top of the freightcars, they were swept off only fu„ and satisfactory dato extant for the | Office, J. K. Powers; Attorney General,. ^ ai^t Jotosheraau Intriguingto be indent
aud instantly killed — A number of delegates
()f meteorology. Struck down at the Smith McPherson ; State Treasurer, t. H. 0f the Senate,that he might be I'rewdcntad interim,
a*

—

Conger; Secretary of

broglio.'’

State, J. A. T. Hall
1 He has told me that he has never heard the subject
The Republican State Committee of Texas, at a 1 broached ; that he would uot accept the pice, a« he
meeting held in Heanie, nominated E. J. Davis 1 l>r» fen* to be what he is now— Chairmanof the Seu, Finance.
.
_
for Governor, A. Siemcringfor Lieutenant ate Committee on
n"
Governor, and put a full State ticket in the
S.ie!ou w^^mi wuh^e a'^^ui

A

hi

Forbidden Land.

The

only forbidden land on the face
the kingdom of Corea,
been
! Loosely speaking, there are not many
M>flel(1
ami happy week of the holidays.
men in the world who care whether the
Thi* letter may be superfluous,but the emphatic
The Democrats of Kansas met in repetitions
country is open or shut But there or©
of a wild rumor in the St. Louis Ri-}>ubconvention
at Topeka, Aug. 26, and nominated
Until suggested to me the proprietyof my correcting enough who do care to make it very unThomas Scorr and Mrs. Heffner, installed in bis place.
an liuprearton, if made on you.
comfortablelor the Coreans, who would
President Hayes and family left the following ticket : Governor,E. G. Ross
No serious changesiu command are: being conwalking on the track near ML Carbon, Pa. were
much rather live in a land forbidden to
Lieutenant
Governor.
Thomas
George
: Secretemplated,
aud
when
tliey are- you may be euro Uiat I
Washington on tho 26th of August, for their
killedby a fast express train.
will give you thoearlieet notice. There are men, on
strangers than to he liable to constant
tary of State, John M. Griffin ; Auditor. II. J.
long-contemplatedvisit to the Pacific coast
who would-gladlysow the seeds of
Rev. Dr. Wm. Adams, President of
-i vt *1 1 G. Neunmeber ; Treasurer, Theo. Miehettbaum; mUchief
mhch.er intent,
intent, w no woum-giaaiy bow tne seeds or , mi-jptions of foreieniers,with their pri
According to figures furnished by the ] Attonl„v (!pnml, A. L. H^ford ; Hu^rin“ *• «*• ™;'T.
j pJbfortr«de, thSr outlan.M, notions,
the Union Theological Seminary, who has
Bureau of Statistics,the value of the exports tendeut of Public Instruction, Miss Sarah A.
preached in New York since 1834, is dead. The
and their strange influences on domestic
for the month of July of this year exceeded the Brown; Associate ^JtMkj of Hie Supreme
Tho answer of Gen. Hancock to these letters maimers, speech and religion.
death of the Rev. Dr. Adams deprives the
was pubhsliod in the Western AssociatedPress
PresbyterianChurch of one of it* wiuest and value of the imports by *13,718,303.In July, 1
’ Electoral ticket
chosen
Nearly ever since the world began, so
uowspajKirs of Sunday, Aug. 1. Gen. Bhermau
ablest patriarchs, and the Christianworld loses 1H7!». the excess was only *9,644,349. The ex- 1 ^
jj‘ pen(on nmj \ \ Harris ; First
j far as we know, with hut few interrupreplied
a man who was mighty iu
deed and
in word,
word ,Wi
nml ex
ex- port* for
m"'’'’ ^.l’ i district,’ Thomas Moonlight; Second district,
ti ns, tho kingdom of Corea has been
ample.
1880, were worth *44, 818 178 more than the
. Third district. G. C. Rogers...
Headquarters Army of the United States,)
! shut up from the rest of the population
Washington, D. C., Jau. 2, 1377. /
'imports,while during the conesnondiiig
Q0j0^j0 i{(.|U1),iiClins held their convcnITHE WEST.
Gen. W. 8. Hancock, New York
: of the globe as hermetically as if it
I*nod of
^ I tion at UadvUle, Aug, 26. Gov. Pitkin was re- ToDear
General: 1 did not receiveyour most-inSix million feet of lumber, the prop- imports in value by ? 124. 680. 960. 1 he value ' nonij,mt(.d for Governor; George W. Robinson teresting
were one of the subdivisions of the
U tter of Dec. 28. from Caroudelet,Mo., till
ertv of J. C. Cameron & Co., John G.
^wx^er
was mucirin‘ ex™s «^f the ' "art nTinat«! for Lit;,,eI!ant (/ovcn,-or = N;,r* yesterday. I am very glad to have your views in J moon’s surface. Until very lately, the
1 a, .
a \ i\ this year, uowever, was muen in exuss
, nian u_ Weldnim. for Secretary of State;
exUiiMiupon Mibject*of Mich vital importance. Our
Knapp, and Stout & Co., was destroyedby tire value of the exports during the corresponding JaiaoH A Davifl fur Au(litor . w. (-, Saunders, standard opinions are mostly formed on the prac- only information which we have had
about the country,its population,physiat St. Louis, Mo. The blaze was a formidable l*riod of last vear, but. owing to the increased for Treasurer : L. S. Cornell, for Superintend- tice ol our predecessor*; but a great change was
made after the clo-e of the civil war by the amend- cal peculiaritiesand its history, has been
fiioruuiiiniv iim
1 ments of the constitution
giving to the freed slaves
ment
utmost — Ihv
Richard
Adams,
the* _______i(, jiaH a|rt0 gjightlvaffected tin* figures. in | The Republicans of Colorado have re- ; cetLain civil and jioliticalrights, and onqnwcring derived from the tales told by a Dutch
ineui to the utmost
hard O. Ada
m , th
Congress to make tlie laws necessaryto enforce these sailor who was cast away ui>on the
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Northern Sioux

lately sur-
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It

is

said that about 1.000 more wifl come into that
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fore the Commissioner,July i. 280,000 unsettled
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fully examined at the census office in order to

All the great European powers have

aerolite passed over Cleve- detect fraud or incompleteness. Particular at- orj(.re(jt,ie mc.n-()f-war detailed for tho

land the other morning, briliiantlyilluminating 1 tention is being paid to ret tm is from those
everything. When over the lake it exploded States where it is allegedthat fraud has been
committed and n wholesaleinflationof populawith such force as to severely jar many buildtion made. All retunisare. however,subjected to
ings, fragments shootingoff in different direc- the closest scrutiny. While some apparent intions like the bursting of a monster skyrocket. congruities and irregularitieshave been discov____ Die side-wheelsteamer Marine City. ered in returns from South Carolina, nothing
bound from Mackinaw to Detroit, was that positively shows fraud has been brought
destroyed
fire
Lake Huron, to light. If there has been fraud it will be deoff Al «nn. Mich.,
the afternoon tected and remedied.Gen. Walker says tint
of tlie 29th tilt. She had 130 panne tiger* on nothing upon winch officialaction could be

by

on

on

panic ensued, and before anything could U*
done toward saving life a large nuiulier had
jumped into the water. A tug-boat which was
passing ruectS*d in rescuffigmiiny1, a’nd others

covi red action will

The

b*.*

de-

.

ln,)I1H(rationin Turkish waters to con •entrate
in the Adriatic. Advices from Constantinople
show that tlie Porte is still obdurate,and that
nothing further in the way of enforcing the
treaty of Berlin can be* xpccted in that quarter
without tne employment
force .....
The Hares aud Rahtitsbill, which is intended
f
the protectionof fanners from the nroadH of these destructive little animals, has
passed the House of Commons by a vote of 148 !
it
u, o,,.
ml* ’ where it will

of

t

:

,w1Vp

1

,

taken promptlv,

-

..... ...

year.

August of this year have been *1,069.127 more
got asbont iU(Vawls. Tlte^steamerwas valued than for the correspondingmonth of last
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the forl.ul«Wn l»nd, to ransack its riel.
store-houses, and to gape in wonder at

General: An anonymous coramniiic.-itlon to tin*
Spentary of War, dated Louisville,Ky., Dt*>*. 16.
187i'., reached my headquarters on tho 27th of that
month from iht* ofliw ..f tlie Adjutant General of tlie

its

army. It representsthat. In

tlie c .iiteinplateil upenforce the inauguration of
Tlldeti and Hendricks, th.* depot at Jeffenionville
is
to 1* seized and i* expected to «nn and clothe
Indiana army of Democrat-. The iadoreement
llii-communicationmade at your headquarters,
dated Dec. 26, 1876, is as follows:
rising of

tv

;s*.

marvelous monuments.

A young lady on being asked where
her native place was replied: “I have

pie te

th.*
f
on /t tl.r,
"*e d.lUgllttlof

tie

'

l

with milk and honey, teeming
with riihes of all kinds, and tilled with
gorgeous palaces and cloud-capped
towers, the like of which have not been
, since tlie days of Kublnh Khan aud his
Iriental splendor. Cupidity has, there,lEAr>Qns Military Division or the Atlantic,) | fore, been added to curiosity, and tho
New York, Jan. 2, 1877. ' commercial world is eager to break into

Jeffei^nviitedenni
«(»h
Jeffersonville
depot, with

"Tat'

the

nr.t^LwLt

itB./atnKt
orders to protect it
against
any danger.”
Fine weather in England hnsbynehted The term* of the indorsementimply the exercise
mi.
v n,
1 of discretion
on my part which '.ends me te writ;*
the crops to a considerablet xtint ---- A
y0U btfore taking action. In my judgment there 1*

41

1

f’

S

. by internalfactions as the result of Austrian |
‘Re.Frtf,,iiv referredte^'laj^Gen. W. 8. Hsu.
internal revenue receipts for ! and Russian intrigues.One faction favors al- , cock, commandUiK Division of the Atlantic,who

;

“*«y Urt

..............
llowing

h'dd under ills law nf 1792. [mc title III,
C'haji.I., pages 21, and 28, Iteviwd Statutes.) It
is wet! wv should compare notes and agree Ufore
Huh crisis is on uh; but I surely hope we »bail pass
this ordeal safely and jioaccfully.
I will be pleasedto hear from you at any time.
W. T. Sherman.

lnI1,h'vllt‘repolwenienmay be stationedm. as
to bo on liana to assistthe landlords in evicting

.

•

>***"

ti> Ik-

yyashingto.
gr. 1
, .
census returns as they come in are lieingcare- tenants.

and

I

dis-

islliiili
...........

ii«E sl?5=

tboir vicinity. ’Tliey claim that 2,000 families or as ehumants. is *532,000.The average mini- with the ground, and thuiisaiidsof people renare absolutely destitute, owing to the failure of bor of claims filed each day since July 1 lias dered homeless ____ Iron huts are iH-iug concrops ____ A furious storm recently visited Fort been
structedin some estates
the West of Ire-

Mojave. Arizona. The military quarters
badly damaged, tlie officers' qiiarttiniand
pitaf and storehousebeing almost wrecked,
three of the soldiers killed.

th“ m
1 T

1
«»
ot,ft
been, and in. to sustainhim with aea! and Kinconty. fereilt character, im Henrik Hamel, the
As to the l’re*1dcat|al election, we are in no mauner shipwreckedDutchman, after he 8UCrequired te Like the ieaHt action, but to redgnize
r, .
president win in tho lawfully-appointedof- 1 oeeded m getting away from the Corefieeis declare t<> be Mirh person. I hope and pray
ans, who had kept him as 11 curiosity for
that Oongn su will agree on Koine mctluHl liefore the
nearly twenty years. As we are apt to
daj and hmir arrives;but, in easo of failure to elect

Alarming news has reached London

-

.. .

^

i

A ftw writeis, like Seihold and Du
yet familiar aud accustomed.[Soo pages 348,
:J4‘.»,and 360, Revined Statute!*, So:, 1,989,
liable, picked up much indirectinforedition I81 J4.1 As a matter of fad, I
. • ’
.
1
e ..... ,
like te have our army lined in these civil conflicts,: niatlon ill China and Japan flom Kllipbat the l*residenthas the lawful right to use Uie wrecked Coreans, who are supposed to

llt,lHionHfllll.

Ilh

..

Cw«re“B*n

h

’

sion Office,furnishesthe followinginterestingSeptember*
gtati(.ticM . 0n Junc 30 la8t there were 245,000

I

sa&iassBsassi
^
A committee of

v/i

Tammany State Convention in New York
ty,., has k*en withdrawnand a convention of the
Commissioner Bentley, of the I en- re(;ular Democracv Wiii meet on the 2Mth of

rendered at Fort Keough are to be tent to

tuenostues.
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Cheyenne River .Agency, on the Missouri.
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ffi 50 (SKI 2^
. 5 25 ta' 5 50
Ho«s .............................
12
12 V
A dispatch from the West chronicles
(n 4 (H)
Flour— Superfine.................
National
Convention
of
Reprethe death of Ouray, the famous Ute chief. He
Wheat Na 2 Spring .............. 1 04 (<t 1 05
dispatchannounces that the Pope, on the rec- : no danger of the kind the anonymmi* coniniunica- Con n— Ungraded .................. 50 (rf, 52
died of Bright's disease of the kidneys, after a sentatives of the State Grand Councils of the
•
ommendiition
of the sacred congregation,‘has tion *et* forth, or other kind, at the JefTcrsoiivUIe de- Oats— Mixed Western ............. 35 tt :w
long and painful illness.
Masonic Order has just been held at Detroit.
promoted Rt. Rev. P. A. Feehan, Bishop of l>ot. to justify the movement of troop* to that place. I! YK— Western ..................... X7 (n 8M
.15 75 (.. If. 25
A
of the creditorsof Arch- Twenty-one Slates were represented. It was Nashville,to he the first Archbishop of Chi- Such movement,it seem* to me, would involve un- Pork— Mess .......................
exp«-n«e, nml would create or increaseapLard ............................. 8 (n- 8 ••A
bishop Purcell, in Ciucinnati. have addresseda resolved to organizea General Grand (kmncil, cago, which has been created a metropolitansee prehension for which there i* no real foundation.
CHICAGO.
memorial to the Pope urging Uiat betake action and a constitution was adopted for
n l1''1, !!r 'i’!1 Hi!h(
rcin'r^u Tong Tnere are no arm* or ammunition at the Jcffcreon- Beeves— Choice Graded SU ere ...... 4 75 (a 5 00 J
ville depot,and if such force as is referredto c-uild
Cows and Heifers ........ . 2 40 (A 3 50
a sneedv setUementof their
to the State Grand Councils. Upon ratification P‘- I)n^a"’ fo/nuTl>¥wbo,P ‘’V1,1' t;^( ’ lo^
lie raised for rebellious purposes it is not likely
Medium to Fair ..........
. 4 25 (rf 4 50
n^luMv0
' bv nine of these bodies, the dcneral Grand | h'^pcitated
re- that it would begin by seizing a depot of anuy
Hoos .............................
. 4 00 (rf 5 10
uniforms; and, therefore, if thero are groi.nl- 1 LOUR— Fancy White Winter Ex
. 5 60 (•i 6 00
I see no daug**r
Good to Choice Spring Ex. . 4 25 (rf 5 OO
Wheat -No. 2 Spring ............. 87 (rf KH
No. 3 Spring ............. 77 (rf 80
Corn— No. 2. ...................... 38 (rf 89
uati, committed bti.cideat C leveland
• ] enunent to inaugurate improvementsin the promptly done a* noon a* you notifymo to thateiOath— No. 2 ...................... 20 (rf 27
C'bester Bardwell, a wealthy fanner of Cam- Association, has just been held at Lpuisville,Turkish military and police service. .. .The
A* I have already said, I do not act at nmc
(rf 77
bridge, Ohio, was fatally gored by a bull at the Kv. J. Q. Adams, of the LouisvilieIlulUtin,Mark Ixiiw Klimts savs that owing to the , l^aurein yqur iu-trucUou* you nay I “may ” aen.l Barley— No. 2 .................... 77 frf 78
24 (rf 25
Rutter— Clioico Creamery ........
Htete fair grotuids in Columbus... Detroitpa- ; wk« elected President ..... The deaf mutes of ; dry weather of the last three weeks the crop
ret, n', datin'
Ecios — Frenh ...................... 11 V.U 12
pent chronicle the death of Robert McClelland, America have just held their first conventionat ! pro-poetsin England have considerablybright- j 3iHt of December 137/ from st. Loiii- 1 am sen
.10
Pork— Mess ....................... 50 (.. 17 00
formerly Governorof Miclii^anand a mem- 1 Cincinnati. There was a fair attendance of j enod, and the harvest is now nearly ready for truly
Winfields . Hancock,
7
Lard ............................
ber
iTe-ident neroo
Cabinet..... leading deaf mutes from all part* of the United ,
Major General Commanding.
MILWAUKEE.
Wheat No. ..................... 94 (rf 1 02
The completed census retuniB for ^yoming states nml from Canada. Tlie proceedingswere
Owing to Krarcitv of irolJ tho
Territory show a total populatton of 21,900. | all carried on by signa. Robert McGregor,of _ Gw IHO to scarcity OI goia, tne Ucrman
New Yore, Jan. 9, 1877.
No. 2 ..................... 91 (rf 92
Gen. W. T. Sherman, commanding United State* Corn— No. 2 ....................... 38 (rf 39
ImperialBank is paying its notes in silver.
The, census of 1870 was 9,276.
. Tim Chicago Cincinnati, was elected President
Oats— No 2 .......................
(rf 27
army, Washington, D. C.:
Thb Grand Chapter Royal Arel, MaMy Dear General: I have been Intending to Rye— No. ....................... 77 (rf 7H
Barley—
No.
2
....................
76 (rf 77
write you in acknowledgmentof your two recent
fects of the wet weather on tho corn crojw of sons, recently in session in Detroit, elected the
A Beautiful
York City.
KT. LOUIS.
note*, but 1 have been bo much engaged in hunting
Wheat—
No.
2 Red ................ 97 (rf 98
the Northwest have been greatly exaggerated,j followingofficers: G. G. H. P„ Robert F.
a
place
for
winter
and
“gathering"
up
my
affairs
of
as
Corn— Mixed ..................... 35 Crf 36
tto
OFFICERS of tlie Indianapolis, Bloom- j Bower, Keokuk, Iowa ; 'D. G. G. H. P„ 8el- “The” Parlor City," claims to be the
Oath— No. 2 .......................
(rf 27
iugton and Western mad state that, owing
......... 75 (rf 80
resi- ; I write to Incloae you a eopyof a irtterI addrwed Rye ..................
ford H. Chapman, Boston’; G. G. K., Noble cleanesttown in America,
.15 50 (r 13 75
yesterdayto the editor of tha World In reference to Pork— Mob* .......................
tlie probable constructionof the lino of tho I). Lamar, Washington ; G. G. 8., Henry deuce has its own lawn and uiu.uiJLuuu >n artJc.c ((|iMjclal (jUpatcll)
in that Lard ......................
b
Bostwick, Covington, Ky. ; O. G. Treasurer,
Chicago, Burlington and Quihcy from Peoria
flower
Thre are no fences be- paper Sunday, the 7th. The World correct*tho
CINCINNATI.
Reuben
C.
Lemmon,
Toledo, Ohio; G. G.
92
cast, they will immediately extend their road
tween these homes, or on the streets, so nutter In it* l**ue of thi* morning, I would have Wheat .............................91
ChristopherO. Fox, Buffalo, N. Y. ;
44
preferredthe publicationof ray letter, but, a* I gave Corn ...............................43
from Pekin to Galesburg..,.Hapovouari has Secretary,
G. G. &’ H., dV'F] Day. Buffaio, N, Y. ; ‘6’ | that the eye roves over an unbroken line the editor latitude as to the manner of correction,I Oats ............
32
31
(A
been elected chief of the Ute Nation, as mic76
P. 8., Joseph P. Homer, New Or cans. In tho of smooth-shavengrass and carefully- cannot complain, I euppoce. 1 lup'o written to no Rye ................................75 (»
oessor to Ouray, whose friend and companion
.............. ..... 15 75 (fate5
one on the Bubject qf my orfier tojjo to the Pacific, Pork— Mess.
he had been for several years. He is about 50
Lard ..............................
8
reported by tho Mwapfiper*.*av# Voureeif, I have
years of age. has considerable ability and
*aid hothing to my one dlffertrrg'fn letter f*r spirit
TOLEDO.
force .of character,
is represented
90
from what I wrote to you, and I have not seen Bn- Wheat-No. 1 While ............... 95
PvP i’
there fa a strip
No. 2 Red ................
03
as being quite friendly to the whites..:.
The Knights »f P\ thias, to the mtmjjCpt nR neatly and ford for year* or heard of him, nor do I know of
Corn -No. 2 .................
42
43
any pereoti who ha* in that tiriif'nift<r qommiialThe Houthtm Pacific railroad has been com- her of severalthousand, from fill parts of
r(,lted «« the plots next the houses, cated with him. I inqloec you a copy of the Nfcrff '« Oats— No. 2 ........................
31
pleted between Yuma, Arizona,and Benson, in
DETROIT.
publication.
I am very truly yours,
tbo same Territory, a distance of 800 miles ____ the continent,asscmbltxl at St. Louis last , ()utaide are the rows of trees, and in
Flour— Choice ....................b 00 @ 5 25
„
v Wcr field S. Hancock,
Information from the cranberryregion of Wis- wu*k. and indulged
grand parade [ many streets there is a double xovf, one
Wheat-No. 1 White ...........
97
98
' i <
* \ T'f li Major Goneral.
consin js to the effect that the crop this year is
(Corn— No. 1 ....................... 43
geiternUy. inside, and tho other outside of the
oue' of tho largest ever known.
Oats— Mixed ......................
•v’
The Supreme Lodge elected the following' u,vi ’lk
My Dear Sir: I incloao slip ent trom the Uorh/ Barley (percental)......... : ...... 1 OJJ
officers for the entmitig term of three years : j hlutJ 111
............
<...10
00 felfl 50
,
4 , of yesterday (specialdispatch from Washington),
Supremo Chancellor,Judge G. W. Lindsay,
Indianapolis.
Quebec
has been trying to do Without ! I•eallttlM A IteMilnded Order. Did Gen. Hancock
Texas, had Maryland ; Supreme Vice Chancellor,John
Wheat-No. 2 Red ...........
??
Htraets at nigW. mviug to
Corn ........................
JO <4 41
Supreme Pre- lighting
hanging bees on the 27th ult, Allen Wright be- P. Linton, Pennsylvania
late,
Rev.
Bryce Thompson, of some troi|blo between tlie, City Cmiuyil that I abonld mibildy notice the name, and it would
ing the victim at the first-named place, and
18 75 @16 00
Tennessee : Supreme Master of the Exchi*qucr, and the gas companies, but burglaries | gratify me If you would, in the manner you may Pork— Clear .......................
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fellow lost Ins life by the collisionOf his the subject. I have not receivedany order*
Ohio ; Stinreino Master-at-Arm-, J. Rufus
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The animal did not mind it. Encour
Where Our V'rbnn Population
Located*
aged in his suspicions,the doubter
[From tbo New York Gmphic.]
seized Pongo from behind and shook
According to the late census, thirtyhim roughly, whereon the seams of Ids fwrol oyatotycontynlM
skin gave way and a man stood revealed l68- O thow cities Maine has eleven ;
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Edward Atkinson, of

over $529,000,000, or nearly double the
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Boston, says

that we do not begin as yet to appreciate

°

entire revenue of the nationalGovern-

the magnitude of the wealth to be reaped

ment.

from cotton culture in
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tliis country.

He The
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an astonishedaudience.

More-

though these are his only hope.
whole influenceof our social
life and practices encourages the
thoughtless squanderingof vital

COUNTRY ROAD-MAKINO.

over, the

re*

in Indifferently!nder*tood Everywhere.
[From the Hartford Coumit]

A Matter

'

degenerat- B
’ with

That

is ft matter of tiniversal comment
travelers that country road-making

.teadilT »puroxim»ting. in the United Btates is either a lost art
in Now or a to-be- acquired science. The average selectmanor road-agentof a country
! Engloml than in any country ot Enrol*,
town is usually deplorablyignorant of
: Fnuice alone excepted. Yet U.crc is no
diflicultyin the auv of extri- the first principlesof making a good
hcmlitan' disease. Hygienic road. Nothing will so surely advance

~d«even

four over

gain

a

noir

incncc.^It 1,^
, thu3 ,J[ ‘u,
to extirpate 1,,1-crcular
3,389 since 1870. In Massachusetts
consumption from themselves, their fam- or public spirit of its citizens. In Enthere are nineteen cities, all over 10,000.
gland and most of its dependencies the
nal-revenuetaxes. Cincinnati alone ceed 6,000,000 hales. If it be of that The total population is 918,729, a gain ilies and descendants. — Methodist
roads are mode directly by the state or
amount, it will produce 3,000,000 tons
of 235,339 since 1870. Rhode Island has
leads it in amount of internal taxes.
under its supervision. As a result, the
of cotton seed, besides seed for planting, five. Their populationis 167,848, a gain
contrast between English roads and
MICHIGAN NEWS.
those of this country is much in favor of
Several valuable historical relics, in which will yield 90,000,000 gallons of of 57,824. Connecticut has sixteen.
Thirteen of these have over 10,000, and
The Big Rapids people are going to the former. A common and natural
oil,
1,&»,000
tons
of
oil
cake,
and
1,500,the shape of autograph letters of George
have a population of 304,346, a gain of keep clean. A new and extensive soap mistake of most towns in this country is
Washington and other famous Revolu- 000
... of hulls suitable for making paper. 88,366 since 1870. New York has thirfactory has been established there.
that an intelligentfanner must necestionists,have heeu discovered in Wash- . Each ton of oil-seed meal will keep fi\e teen cities over 10,000, whose population
The Ogemaw Herald has been in- sarily know how to make a good road,
a gain of 549,719
since .*7
1870.* formed that twentv-flve
ington, while clerks were hunting up sheep six months. Thus the cotton-seed is 2,345,176, «
xu oiuwj
twenty-fivedeer were re- but the reverse is the fact. Road-making is a subject requiring study and
crop
will
support
millions
of
sheep
and
cently seen ii
the records in old law cases that came
a knowledge of the nature of soils, not
“ tbo
of Churchill. one
before the United States Courts.
etnrn to the land
DeUware hnaone city with
often consideredby any but engineers,
o glow more cotton.
a populationof 43.000, a gain of 12,159 The new reridence of O. M. Brown- or those to whom such knowledge is a
Bonner claims that he has twenty tjult tjie present cotton acreage of the sif.ee
i -on of
necessary adjunct of their IfUsiness in
340,000, a gain of 72,646. The District has l»een stimek by lightning
it
life. A well-made rood even in our
horses in his stable that can be taken
C0Vers less than 2 per cent, of the
of Columbm has one with 160,000, a gam m three months
and with the wide differences in
out any day and driven to beat 2:20. | cotton-growing area of the United of 50,801. Virginia has three over 10,000, ! The Romeo O^sen-cr has the follow- climate
_______
________? will last for years,
soil ingredients,
Since the 2:llJ performance of Maud S. states,
with a total of 100,843. West Virginia I ing peculiar item : “J. N. Owen left on w|ierena ordinarily the item of repaiw on
and St. Julien at Rochester, he and his
lias one citv with a populationof 31,671, our table the other day a
our r()fttiRmeans an entirely changed
drivers have boasted that it is no wins- A will case has been decided by that a gain of 12,683. South Carolina has , strangely amalgamated cucumliers ana , tiU)ro,w?j1far0t the pitch, watersheds and
general character being more in
ual thing for Barns and Forrest to make ! curiously-mixed tnlmual-the probate one over 10,000 and one under. The one
. >
1*
. _ M .1
«
r
1 < l /»T tltlk Ml
over
has
a
population
of
49,027,
a
gain
Fire
in
Patterson’s
carriage
reposithe way of experiment than a scientific
divorce and admiralty division of the law
a mile in 2:10. As these remarkable exof only .071 since 1870. Georgia has tory, at Flint, inflicteda loss of $5,000 ; j
practical renovation. The
courts. About seven mouths ago a very
hibitions of speed arc always given in
four, all over 10,000, with a total of insurance, $1,200. One hundred car- country road-maker commences by
old lady died who five years previously
91, 399,
gain of 23,164. Ala- riages, partly built, were lost. The loss throwing out the ‘‘big stones” xm to the
private, the truth of the statements may
had made her will. Two years after the bama has one over
one j in tools, paints, etc. , was considerable, side of the road, retaining the smaller
be doubted.
execution of the instnimentshe, be- under. The one over has 29,166, a
ones, when by thoroughly“bedding”
A Rattle Creek correspondent says
tween
4
and
5
o’clock
iu
the
morning,
gain
of
7,132
since
1870.
Louisiana
has
Mrs Susan J Henry widow of the !
haa T|ie Hiibscriptionin aid of the Toledo the big stones the best possible foundaaurs. olsan j. riENRi, uu w
in Rrina it to her and one over and one under, the former 216,- ^ iH fast miing np> Merchants put tion i* had; and, with a covering of
ate Capt. Patrick Henry, last surviving ordered a sen ant to bnn it to
ft gain of 24,94!. Texas has three
readUv frola &) to $500, so that smaller stones mixed with gravel, or
grandson of Patrick Henry, of Revolu- with a pair of scissors deliberate!) cu 1 ., cjtjes ftn over 10, (KM), whose
ixipulatiou
diero jH n(J ionger any fear but the even with gwxl loam carefully harrowed
----- —
j
mere
-1 days
.....
Tbo body
tirwlv of the docu- is
i.s 59,694, a gain of 24,238.
24,
Tennessee
$40 000 will
will lx->
and scrape*!,a road-bed is formed which
rennessee ueetied
ueeded §40,000
lx1 secured”
secured,
tionary fame, died
a 'few
ago in into shreds. The
will defy both rains and heavy teams.
ment, however, was pieced togetherand has four with a total of 103,845, a
—
1
The
ohpose
factory
at
Pine
Run,
near
Washington.Mrs. Henry inherited
of 25,999 since I81O. Keut chy
hns (he milk from 200 C()WS. The Generally the tyro devotes his time to
proi>erty which was lost during the war. the signatures of testator and witnesses,
one « ty o any s.xe ;
' dftilv amount delivemi is 4,000 heaping up the material iu the center
with such a slope us often to interfere
For a number of years she was a clerk though mutilated,were uot in dispute.
01 Ohio has six, all over 1J),000 pounds, from which 400 pounds ,«f with hxximotion, and which heap the
The question for the court to decide ; years.
in the Treasury Department, and, at the
cheese are made, or nearly a ton and a
first heavy team resolves into deep ruts,
upon was whether this constituted a re- 1 the total populationof these is 571,601,
time of her death, had just received an
half per week.
vitiating its usefulness for any but a simvocation. That question is decided in I
ot 155.!'3a-. Michigan lias four.
appointment in the AgriculturalDepartA paper in the Upper Peninsula of ilarly heavy team, and for it only with
alf over 10,000, and they show a^total
the negative. The testator was shown population of 181,685, a gain of 67,090. Michigan says : The Indians on that constantly-increasing strain on the
ment.
Indiana has two, both over 10,000 ; their beautiful sheet of water, Lake Chicagon, horses, Yankee ingenuityhas invented
| to be sane at the time when she made
some fifteen capital road-makingtools, which need
nuvu built
flint a
u deer-fence
uwi
England, the executionerof Bennett, the will, but had lost her reason when total is 101,125, a gain of 35,163. Illinois have
lias nine over 10.000. with a total of miles in length, and capture deer by imt intelligent application to developing
ho killed Mr. Brown, the editor of the Hiie evinced a dispositionto cancel it.
.
----- --------------- ------.\ ,
647,581, a gain of 231,480. In Iowa driving them mto the lake, or rather the , BUCh thoroughfaresas would make tliem
foronto (ilfjtf,has led an unhappy But ui)on
upon what trivial circumstances m>
do dM?re ar(?
jir(} nve
flve ftlj
ooO, and they
they nquaws capture them, darting alxmt in admired, in place of lx;iiig a reproach
aii over
over iq
10,000,
ife since. The whole town turned
these
- questions
......
.......
of inheritance depend m' imvo a total of 85,523, showing a gain of their birch- bark canoes, and either tir- ; and shame. Our country is rich enough
have. burnt
her will, .......
14,205. Wisconsin has three above 10,- ing the deer out, or striking him to the to place the roads in the hands of such
lack on him; the urchins gathered' The
Am. old
,;IU hulv
lim, mi^ht
llil6 ........
........
i
' onn o.vi <»>.» lu.lnw- tlu* three have a
]leurt with sjiears, or by pushing their government as will insure their perfec5, out bin house With abuse at night
; no j or obliteratedher sipmture or hidden |
^504.
heiuls under water with
tiou, instead of leaving them to town
me would employ him or associate with the document away, after the cunning ^nesota ims tjiree ai,OVe and one uuEmil Bonjeaux, an edger in Folsom officials without the education or experilim ; and, as a last resort, he had to ap- manner of many insane people, with al- qer lo QOO ; those above have a total of & Arnold’s mill, at Bay City, met with a ; cnee necessaryto an necomplishmentof
>ly to the Mayor for a pauper puss to most interminable litigation in conse- ! 100,077, a gain of 59,830. Nebraska has severe accident a few da vs since. He | the object. Most of the roads east of
was at work at a saw having inserted j the Connecticut river are sandv, and
;et out of town. These same people qucnce.
thTill
teeth and in some unaccountable man- this fact, together with the indifference
ivould,most of them, have been glad to
ner, one of the teeth bwame loose, and, 1 or ignoranceof those in charge toward
THE LAKE
lid Bennett bad he been turned loose.
being thrown out by the fast-revolving 1 improving their character, necessarily
Parilculan. of the Low of ihe Marine 10,000; total, 426,141 ,
; •—
an increase
-------of saw, struck Bonjeaux on the cheek bone j impedes and retards the natural and
)rado has one with a popuat force> breaking that hone and I growing tendency of city people for
Within the space of seven blocks in
City, on Lake
63,452. Colorado
Tlie steamer Marine City left Aljwna,Mich., lation of 35,719, a gain of 30,960. Utah iK>con,ing i^fiodded into the flesh about building and living in the country.
S'ew York city there are in course of
.......... .000, a gain of 8,136. Cali- tw() in(>jR,HFortunab-ly it struck just
constructionsixteen buildings, each of on the afternoonof the 29th of August, with a has one of 21,000
forma has six, all over 10,000 ; their total a jiajf ill(.j1 i)(qow the eye.
Developmentof Forest Trees.
full load of frriglitand passengers. At a >0111
which is to be a palace in magnificence
is 324,827, a gain ot 123,754. New JerA few days ago Allx*rt Hongland, of
•1 o’clock p. m.. while off Sturgeon point, tire
There exists a great diversity among
sey has eight over 10, (MM), making a total
md to cost a fortune. Among these are
Napoleon, was severely hurt by the kick trees in regard to their periods of develwas disco vered in the hold, and before any asot 454,197, and a gain of 123,412. The tothe residences being built for W. H. ! sistance could l>e rendered the fire had gained
of a horse. He was at the time hitching opment; some have a brief rotation. The
tal population of t-.e 161 cities reaches
up a team, when a horse, another coppice growths in Europeon forestry
Vanderbiltand his married daughters, such headway that nothing could be done to
9,688,719. In 1870 it was 7,201,671,
save her. The crew then commenced to launch thus showing a gain of 2,487,048 people party was leading near where he was an* often utilized in periods of ten or
for CorneliusVanderbilt,Win. K. Vaustanding,kicked at one of his horses, fifteen years; in our own country, fix),
in the 161 cities during the last ten
lerbilt, and others of that family, among the life-boatsin order to save the passengers.
but missed, only to strike him under the we have many trees of short rotation,
The tug Vulcan wi.s in sight at the time, and , yeftr8
whom there seems to be a rivalry as to
chin. His jaws came together with such and some of the most useful and proficame to the rescue as fast as possible, but lx*- j
force as to break and split a number of table trees are of this character. Dr.
who shall have the most palatial dwell» liat to 8ny.
! fore she could get there mauy had become
and
not
his teeth, besides cutting both sides of Wardner, of Ohio, in a paper on “ ForSay “I would rather walk,
__
i panic-stricken
and jumped ovorloard.The
his tongue, The wonder remains that estry," hu)s:
“I had rather walk.”
boat of the life-saving Sturgeon Point station
The black locust may bo harvested
lx the .spring of 1873 some intelligent
Say “1 doubt not that I shall,” and his jaw was not broken. — Jacknon Patafter
it has grown from twenty to thirty
riot.
-v- ...England
—
«... i Vulcan,and a number from the shore, picked not “hut I shall.”
Evomeu of a New
village anKi-ni-kwiTcho-kon, an Ottawa squaw, years.
un a large uuinucr
number oi
of pcinuii».
persons. o.
J. L. Jones, vu
of
up
Say “for you and me,” and not “for
.louneed that on a day named there Alpena,one of the passengers, gives the followThe entalpa Hjxjciosa in the same
who will be remembered by nearly all
you and
would be the best dinner they could ing detailsof the disaster:
period
will make good cross-ties and
tourists
who
have
visited
Little
Traverse
Say "whether I bo present or uot,
*• I was standing at the engine-roomdoor on
prepare for men who would come for a the port side talking with another gentleman and not “presentor no.”
in years past, died recently at the age of fence jxmts.
The ailantus very soon attains a useful
Say “not that I know," and not “that 106 years. Her great age mode her
day’s tree planting. The result was the when ho smelt smoke. We looked into the
size, and for certain purposes has been
tire-room door and saw the tire and flames m
quite*
a
local
celebrity.
During
the
last
I know of.”
setting out
w... of
— thirty
..... J trees. The year
lae
maroouru bunkers,
[.mihuia, muuug
luv wood
....v/v. and
the starboard
among the
Say “return it to me,” and not “re- year she lias been an infant in every re- highly commended both in this country
874 was drv and anxiety was felt about coal. Wo called the attention of the flreman
spect, spending her time creeping about nnd in Europe. Professor C. B. Bar*
and engineer tn
to the sumo,
same, and efforts were at turn it back to me.”
die trees. A few were cared for by once made to get a stream of water on the tire.
Say “I seldom see him,” and not “sel- the ll<K)r and amusing herself with play- gent is advising its extensive plantation,
things, or quietly sleeping upon a cot in and some years ago it was spoken of as
those who lived near to them, but The hose was promptly got out. I then went dom or ever see him. ”
up into the cabin. As 1 opened the cabin door
Say “fewer friends,” and not “less the corner of the room. Some think the most promising tree for the arid
twenty-three remained to be looked after. I found it full of smoke and immediately
her age is greater than is claimed. For plains of the Southwest.
friends.”
Twelve women induced a man to send gave the alarm that the lx>at was
The forest of Scotch pine in Germany
Say “if I mistake not," and not “if I several years she has been cared for by
on tire. The most intense excitementprevailed
his horse with a water barrel, and, yrith au(j a regUiar panic ensued. The passengers am not mistaken.”
a daughter, who is now nearly 60 years are allowed sixty years to reach their
useful size for fuel and for timbers.
Say “game is plentiful," and not “is i
their own hands, thev gave each tree a jumped into the water long before there was
.
.1 anv
. t».- need
n/uul of
ftf doing
rlnmcr bo.
hh. The officer*
oftlcers and crew
The birch there reaches its maturity
...
barrel, and saved it. This is a proceed- behaved nobly, with the single exception of the
suite. District nnd Comity Fain In in about half a century.
Say “I am weak in comparison with
Till* State.
second engineer, who acted like an uwane man.
ing which deserves wide imitation.
The willow used for charcoal needed
boats were lowered a* Boon an jwsaible and you,” and not “to you.”
Announcements for agriculturalfairs in the manufacture of gunpowder may
Say
“it
rains
very
fast,”
and
not
“very
filled at
a
in Michigan have been made to take he cut after growing twenty years or
Mr. Jones went forward and remained on the
Rev. Henry Ward Beecher some
boat until rescued by the Vulcan. He can give
even less.
Say “in its primitive sense, and not place on the following dates
time since received a letter from a young no idea of the number of people pu board or of
Chestnut, in its second growth, is most
“primary sense.”
, Sept. 13-17, at Detroit—Michigan State Agriman, who recommended himself very the lost.
, profitably cut every tweuty or twentySay
“he
was
noted
for
his
violence,
cultural
and
Horticultural
Society.
Mr*. A. B. Clough, of Marino City, and her
’lie was
highly as being honest, and closed with son, Bert, were on hoard. Mrs. Clough Bays ami
and not
not “he
was a
a man notorious for Sept ‘21-24, at Vpsilanti— EasternMichigan Su five y«*ars.
. ckty.
The beautiful wood of the wild cherry
she
was
in
the
stateroom
in
the
after
cabin
the request,“Get me an easy situation,
’sav “thua much is true, "aud uot “tliis 8epE 29-45. *t (irand RapU.-WwrtfmMidureocliesaprutital.lerize for. many
reading. She heard some one say “ Fire ”
that honesty may be rewarded.” To and soon heard it repeated, but thought it was
.1.
i - gan
..... imrjxwes,
nnnxwefi. though
thomrh for saw logs
locrs and lummuch is true.
Sept. 27 -Oct 1, at La using -Central Michigan
which Mr. Beecher replied : “ Dou’t | used in conversation. Bert then came running
tx;r tho tree should lie larger.
“I
lifted it
Say
“I
lifted
it,”
and
not
,
.
into the stateroom exclaimingthat the boat
Oct. 5-8, at Benton Harbor— North Berrienand
bean editor, if you would be ‘easy.’ was on fire. She at once went in- up.
T
Michigan Luke Shore Society.
And last, but not the least, say “I
AristocraticLady Gamblers.
Do not try the law. Avoid school-keep- to the cabin and found it full of
Sept. 21-23, at Owoaao— for Shiawassee.
i Hinoke. She then went aft. Bert was detertake my paper, and pay for it in adSept. 21-23, at CharJotto-forEaton.
A most disgraceful scene, says Uanity
ing. Keep out of the pulpit. Let mined to jump overlxiard, hut she restrained
_
' "
Sept. 21-23, at Ludington— for Mason.
him. She found a life-presener, but, before
Pair, took place at Newmarket. A numaloue all ships, stores, shops, and mer! she could get it on, a large, strong man, a
ber of ladies of high position and rank,
InheritEd
Tendon^ to Diseaae. Sept. 21-24, al iiiiaca— iur uruuuu ^
....... ....
chandise.Abhor politics.Keep away stranger to her, jerked it away from her. Siio
and well known in society, assembled
thin found
found Dr.
Dr.' Stockton,
Stockton, of
of Alcona,
Alcona, and.
and. with
with The present Mtifileis based on a vatu- , Kept 21-24. at Howell-for Livingston,
from lawyers. Don’t practice medicine. then
after dinner at the house of one of their
his assistance, she and Bert and the doctor [ able paper by Dr. J. R. Black, in the Kept. 2*2-24. at (’aH<opolis— for (.’uss.
number to play bocarat. The hostess
Be not a farmer nor a mechanic, neither readied the main deck, getting down on the j p0VII[ar Science Monthly. Seventy ! 8ept. 22-24. at Mason— for Ingham.
took the bank, together with a geutlemau
«P8
j
yearly die I
a soldier nor a sailor. Don’t study. Don’t
who' had been separated
years
of the party; but at her first deal an obof
consumption,
most
of
whom
have
inKept.
28-30,
at
Big
Rapid*—
for
Mecosta,
think. Don’t work. None of them are from his parenta aud who; was nearly
jection was’ made to her manner of dealherited the disease. Vast numbers iu- Kept 28-30, at Evart— for Osceola,
easy. Oh, my honest friend, yon are in frightened to death. Tliey all four hot on the herit a tendency to rheumatism, epilep- j Sept 28-30, at Ovid -for Union Society.
i ing. She dealt again, when another
aide of the gunwale and held on by the window
point was raised, and thereupon ensued
a very hard world ! I know of but one of the porter'sroom. A line was thrown to
By, insanity, cancer, indigestion,miSept. 27-Oct 1. at HUlsdale— for Hillsdale.
the most discreditable “row” that prol>‘easy ’ place in it That is the grave.’ them, but the doctor did not catch it, and loat graine, neuralgia, asthma, and to early
Sept. 28-Oet. 1, at Bay City— for Bay.
his balance and went overboard, but was picked
ably ever fixik place between ladies.
loss
of
sight
and
hearing.
No
other
Sept
28-Oct.
1, at Flint— for Genesee.
nt) Tlujthiyowho were loft hold on to their
ffi
Kl:
1:
Grand
i Smoking and swearing tho heroines of
position until rescued, Bert fainting at one tune cause of grief and suffering compares
The dead walls of Munich broke out bom the heat. The tire spread rapidly, and
the affair hurled every kind of uncompli., a. Kalamazoo—for Kilamazoo mentary remark at each other for the
in all the odors of the rainbow with flie the .boat soon lnu;iKd to the watcr’a edge.
1 10 1 i u. OA ono GAG Sept 28-Oct 1, at Adrian-for Lenawee.
space of something like half an hour, to
Contradictoryreports are made as to tho
announcements that the greatest won- number of fivei lost. The trip-sheet u de- 000,000 of people prpbably 26,000,000 2a-Oct 1, at Pontiac— for Oakland.
the great fright of such of them as still
inherit
MOM
constitutional
defect.
Hut
i &{*. 28-Oct 1, at Hart-for Oceana,
der of the world would be submitted to stroyed,' and it iB thereforeimposaiblo to get
retained the ordinarytimidity of womantho names ot all tho passengers. It was at first hitherto little has been done to arrest ; Sept. 28-Oct. 1, at Ann Arbor-for Washtenaw.
public inspection,in the shape of a supposed that all were saved, but there is no
hood. At length tho “row ,r ended, but
so great an effect was produced by it that
gorilla trained to perform on the violin. doubt now that lit least eight lives were lost UAilV
thr^tnheeBick9'
contrarr
!
w- the
---- — ---- only
to the sick. On^he
On
^0Ilt^aI7
Sept. 29-Oct. 2, at Newaygo-forNewaygo.
The steward of the ilWatedvessel nays that fifit was thought necessaryby the hostess
The Coliseum was crowded on the open- teen Uvea were lost All accounts agree that who have inherited tendencies to dis- 8ept. 80-Oct. 2, at Wiermau-forWexford
to ask au exalted personage to come
Odt
4-5,
nt
Violioia—
Farmer*
’ Clnb.
ease
are
generally
as
careless
of
their
ing night of the performance.There the Cuptaii and crew of the Marine City acted
down and play the next night at the
with great coolness and bravery, as did Capt
health as others, while, in the case Oct. 4-5, at Cheboygan—for Cheboygan.
was the gorilla, horribleof aspect, but Hackett, of the tug Vulcan,aud the crews of
house in order to rehabilitate it and her,
Oct. 4-7, at Marshall— for Cathonu.
of those who already show the tendency,
Oct. 4-8, at Jackson— for Jackson.
which the personage was good-naturedly
unquestionably skilled in the produc- the life-boats.
their friends are apt to pursue just the Oct. 5-8, at PUinwell— for Allegan.
pleased to do. It is right to odd that the
most likely
to strengthenit . For Oct 5-8. at Paw Paw— for Van Buren.
tion of sweet sounds from an ordinary
The sales of cattle this year in Texas, . course
-----7—
hostess herself is said to have acted
violin. A skeptical spectatorcontrived it is estimated, will reach 7,000,000 instance, a consumptive is shut up from Oct 6-8, at Midland -for Midland.
properly
throughout.
Oct 7-8, at B^d Axo— for Huron.
i the outdoor air and gentle exercise,
to approach Iiim unobserved, and made head.
paid

25 per cent,
ever raised by slaves — that is, it will ex-
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

much

instalments of the crops; which is a

Talk about

of things than when large
amounts of capital are locked up for
months in creating corners and holding
commodities for a rise. There is an ex-

selling goods cheap — cull

Harrington’sclothing store, and you
will find coats from 50 cents upward,
Saturday, Sept. 4, 1880.
whole suits for $2,50, $2,75 and so on upkeeps constantly on har.d
ward. A large stock of suspenders—dirt
cheap. The finest line of collars and
TEE PRESIDENTIALCANDIDATES.
cellentprospect, therefore, that the busi- Gents Furnishing Goods. Just go and
General Hancock baa not resignedhis ness of the year will bo healthy as well as see them before you purchase elsewhere, From the 10 cent Shirtingnp to very nice CashE. J. HARRINGTON. .
meres for 87c, 60c ana 75c, variety of colors
commission in the army, and will not; Mr. large.
better state

at

.

Garfield has not resigned his appointment
as a

this respect the two candidates stand

an

similar footing, each having

on

This

AN IMPARTIAL VIEW.

Senator from Ohio, and will not. In
a

is made

Complaint

is the best chance Yet!— 41 feet

that the census

Grand Haven

_

assured

railroad depot, caa be

WESTERN MICHIGAN.

Bleached and Unbleached

front by 133 feet deep, very close to the

'

LIQUOR' HOUSE

DRESS GOODS

at

The Largest Wholesale

& A. Steketee

F.

COTTONSK

shows a rate of increasein the South bought for a small amount, cash down.
public career if he loses the election.The
greater than that of the North, or 28 per Cheaper than dirt. Inquire at
at
Prioes.
chances are so doubtful that both are for, This Office.
cent, against 27 per cent. But in the first
tunate in being securelyand honorably
GINGHAMS OF EVERY COLOR.
place, the rate of growth in population is
provided for in the event of defeat. The
a delusive basis of comparison.In the
gtdmtisrmcntfi. A
position of Mr. Garfield is perhaps the
very nice and cheap.
Not, 31 £ 35 Ionia 31,
Rapids, Hick
second place, it is not denied that on acEmbroideries,the largest assortment In the city
better of the two, since his assured six
count of exceptional immigration the
A.T
CORSETS, FROM 25cts. UPWARDS.
years in the Senate would give him a
rates of Florida and Texas are reasonably
theatre for the display of his talents which
Machine Needles for all kinds Machines. .JLh*”iktad.kSpo“h,m'“ 1“rseaDd ,clKl
large, though Florida gains but about
would enable him to rise in public estima112,000 over the census of 1870, and Texas
tion,. while General Hancock, unless we
_____

Bottom

FROFRIETORS.

‘“va,!

gfcw

M

THE

Hardware Store

annum, natural
increase and immigration combined).

nothing to his present standing. Garfield
might possibly be

Leaving out these States, the rate for the

candidate again, but

a

Hancock’s Presidentialaspirations

OF

only 682,000 (or 68,200 per

should have another war, could add

remainder of the South

is

Wm.

23 per cent.

will

Yon will find the

But, except that they are Democratic,is
be extinguished

if

he fails in this election.

Which would make an abler President
is a question on which it would not be
safe to express an opinion. The presump-

there, for statistical purposes, any reason
for calling Missouri, Maryland,

a man trained in civil trusts
knows the
would make a more useful head of the

tion that

The

of their lands

more successful than that of John Quincy
Adams, althoughthere was no comparison
civil training

of the

Mr. Lincoln is ranked with our most

who was

more than 17

(against 16 per cent, for

We

for our part

know

New

government with signal success in great
vigorousparliamentarytalents than any
of them, but if parliamentary talents were

this

most esteemed and idolized were Washing-

of

that if St. Louis

inhabitants in 1870 “it must

them orators, although Lincoln, could

speak on occasion with homely impressive-

ness. Sturdy, silent men, like Jackson census of this year
and Grant, are

as

favorites

eloquence.

popular

quite as likely to be

those

who

have the

gift of

It is impossible to predict the

success of either of the present candidates

on the ground of

his civil

attainmentsor

experience.

BUSINESS PROSPECTS OF THIS FALL.

—

Thomas’ Eclectric Oil

foreign demand for breadstuffswill not be

CV«l the K0un,L"caton Thnr?*

of St>Pl®mb(,rviz: George
u!L‘, , omo8U'nd cn,ry No. 6945 for tCe
?4’ 8,fC- n- T 5 N- R- lfi W. and names
K witnessesto prove his continuonresidence upon and cultivationof said tract, viz-

M

^

lish remedy, an
unfailingcure for

Seminal Weakness, Spermatorrhea. Impotency,
and all diseases
lhat follow,as a
sequence of Self-

.*nd,.u i* fartherordered, that within twenty
(lai* the said complainant came a notice ol thi's
order to be bubjlshed In the Holland City Nzwh
a newspaper printed, publishedand circulating hi
said county, and that such publication be continued herein at least once in each week, for sis
weeks in succession, or that complainantcause a
copy ol this order to be personally served on said
non-resident defendants, at least twenty days before the time above prescribedfor their appear-

n r ~'m rr" Abuse; as Loss
Before

MiCn.

TafangofM™^.

_^

THE GRAY MEDICINE

P. II. McBride. Conwlalnant'f Solicitor.

No.

now managed by

CO.,

Mechanics'Block. Detroit,Mich
Sold in Holland and elsewhereby all whole
lie and retail druggists.
10

8-1 v

BARLEY WANTED!

EDWARD KILLEAN,

MR.

Mich.’

NOTICE.

Our firm being changed by Inking in A.
Meyer as partner, till debts to the old cornpuny must be settled, we therefore request
nil those that owe us to come in and setttle
m&?4w>r‘ VMTHIN 30 DAYS from date.

I will pay the highest market price, in cash,
good Barley.
Call and inquire at the Holland Brewery
ANTON SKIP,

Holland, Mich., Aug.

20.

1880.

for

MEYER, BROUWER & CO.
,)r°1,rlc,or of

the Kirby House, at Grand

found clean, and
the table well supplied with the choicestviands,
and served in the kindestmanner for lowest possible rates.

Come and
first

see us in our

premiums and

special awards of great merit to

Hop

ters as the purest aud best family

medicine

Grand Rapids,July

20,

1880.

24-3m

July 12, 1880.

FOR SALE.
ORGANS! ORGANS!

A Hf'l SE and lot. foundry and finishingshop
il. and lot, steam engine, yard aud all its appurtenances. Inquire of

W.

New Home.

Great Merit.
All the fairs give the

Holland, Mich.,

The Ciarendonwill always be

tion.

to the

and although the

30-tf

Bridge A Canal Street,
ia

and has cured me of a bad cold in one
day.” Sold by D. R. Meengs, Holland

I

ance.
,

MELIS.

public benefit. It has done wonders here,

portationsof gold from Europe and in the

before,

C.

1880.
THE

Cor.

is a

City, Micu.,

Pain in the Back. Dimness of Vision. Premature
Old Age, and many other diseases that lead to Insanity or Consumption, and a PrematureGrave.
Hr Full particularsIn our pamphlet, which we
desire to send free by mail to every one. WT The
* *
Specific Medicineis sold by all druggists at $1 per
„
A REND VI88CHER,
package, or six packagesfor $5. or will be sent free
CirciiifCourt ConunUHonerfor Ottawa County, by mull on receipt of the money by addressing,

formerly called the Raech House, on the

writes: “Dr.

Rued

PV-

M. A. St. Mars, St. Bouiface, Manitoba,

lowed among the women of bis congrega-

have ever been

refill d^

\vy

Clarendon Hotel,

somewhat brisker place than they did

West to be employed in the purchase of

S,c.

STOVES
Holland, Sept. 4,

widely

that no banged or frizzed hair will be al-

grain. Our two leading export crops,
wheat and cotton, are heavier than they

dav

A aTw <W'1 A A^Racv’ fo'/Mtrin Chancery.

of the season have begun earlierand at a

money from New York

,

—

And a large variety of

had 310,864
be apparent

Bishop Elder of Cincinnati has declared

sending of

i ij s

Wm.

The preparations for moving the crops

year. These preparations consist in im-

Complainant,
M.
Jan Van De Roovaart and
Fredrika Carolina Van De
Roovaart,
Defendants.

1L< ' a,K.. 8 CT:
,,Hjrcoft0 be served on said
complainants solicitor,within twenty days after
sen ceoa them of a copy of said bill and notice
of this order; and that in default thereof,said bill

For Reatingand Cooking purpose*.

erron eous. ”— Ara/Km .

at

August 10, 1580. f
XTOTICE is hereby given th*t the following
fi'/ named settlerhas filed notice of his isten,m*k® fl'iaI P^f in support of his claim,
and final entry thereof, and that said proof will he
made before the Clerk of the Circuit Court of Ot

defendant s'18 confL‘,,sudhy ,hc 8ai(1 non-resident

Havcnly

last

a

will not be

must be

Land Orncs

Gray’s Specific Medicine.

the dullest comprebension” that “the

to

Notice for Publication.

Cir-

my

the Neva and Courier explains away

which says

Lincoln, none

ORADY.

EDWARD

TOOLS, GLASS,

questioned by the St. Louis Globe- Democrat

&,

&

improbabilityof

sus of 1870, and this method

The four who were

Drill

and

by chargingmanifest errors upon the cen-

Our most popular Presidents have never

ton, Jefferson,Jackson and

The

Publication.
Twentieth Judicial

KORTLANDER

28-3m

fh?

sixth on the South-

it

& A. STEKETEE.

thf , tanners attention to the fact that
with this machine you can drill in wheat, rye, har- IsSO*11^ C0uniir ou the Drird day of August,A. D.
ey, oats, corn, beans, pease, etc., and at the same
time sow your fertilizer,thus saving a vast amount m1? Vk8 CfU/e i1 aPPe“rlnK from affidavit on file,
fr.!1’ ,,f ,Iollttnd p- G-. *»d John
defendants, Jan Van De Roovaart, and
Holland, P. O., and George M. Rogers.
Fredrika Larolina \ an De Roovaart. are not real
pnnd’
UrVand Arnold (le ^ter, of Holdents of this Sute, hut reside at the City of famf
land, P. O., all of Ottawa County, Mich.
( hicago, In the State of Illinois;Thereforeon
STEVENSON,XeqUter.
I have for sale and keep on hand a large
of J- H- McBride,complainant’s
solicitor,
2?-5w
stock of
it|isordered that the said defendants Jan Van De
Roovaart, and Fredrika Carolina Van De Roovaart.
cause their appearance to be entered herein, withn threu months from the date of this order, and
in case of ihiir appearancethat they cause their
answer to the compialnanfs bill of complaint to TRADE MARK. The great Eng-TRADE MARK.

nsr

crease of 247,804, and consequent rate of

ern list of rates.

great

instead of weak Presidents.

been great orators.

the

this city for

Champion Grain

of the

Courier, however, defends a computed in

35 per cent., placing

success Buchanan and

Adamses should have been

which has been relied upon by most

Stalwart press. The CharlestonNew*

and trying emergencies. Garfieldbus more

tiie two

Being Sole Agent in

England.)

fairly

Oat Meal kept on hand.

cuit In Chancery.

Which hao proved iteelf a benefactorto farmers
on light soils.

per cent,

no reason why Vir-

LOW FIGURES.

Gerrit A. Honing,

Illuslittle

best

offer

to the trade at

Pickles, (in
brl. or bottle), etc. Coffees very cheap and of the
best quality.
Wc have got a Tea which can’t be beat by anybody, at 85 cents per pound, and ouc at 50 cents
per pound.

STATE OF MICHIGAN,

Bone Fertilizer.

immigrants,a suspicious

ginia and Kentucky should not likewise
good President, although the figure he
be abstracted,or why 30 and 31 per cent,
made in Congress was greatly interior to
respectivelyseem abnormal in their case.
that of Mr. Garfield.All three of the
However, the main outcry is againsl South
Presidents whom the republican party has
Carolina, when its rate is only 3 per cent.,
heretoforeelected— Lincoln, Grant and
and its total increase 25,000— if we may
Hayes— were men who had made no mark
trust a table preparedby the Boston Adin civil stations, and yet the republican
tertiser, which we have thus far used, and
party boasts of having administeredthe

a sure passport to

A Pure

Of the choicest brands, which wc

Canned Corn, Tomatoes, Salmon,

Order of

dispose

increase for that State, even if it involves

a rate of a

Complete.

P.

ing these States also, the remainder show

his predecessorre-

discredit.Mr. Hayes is a

tired in

XjIHVHE.

306,000 additional population?Exclud-

two.

trious Presidents,and the “old public
functionary”

to

to

Is

The

natural resources of Arkansas,

and the efforts made by the roads

administration of Jackson was

between the

seem to any one who

Superphosphate of

the extension of the railroad system there,

government is not always confirmed by
trial.

Delaware,

or West Virginia Southern States; and
does 44 per cent,

MEIIS

C.

LIQUORS

GROCERY DEPARTMENT

II

.

On

account of change in our firm we
our organs, yet on hand,
within 30 days at WMaiale Price, be quick,

WASHER,

Grand Rapids. Mich
Or Wm. H. Demixo. Holland, Mich. 22-6m

will

ofl'er nil

don’t loose this bargain.

Bit-

WAIITm

BROUWER &, CO.

MEYER,

,M00 Br8HEM Brat*Tra*

of which i
lit II I LlJu’sfceBiickfycPIleOintment.Wirrai'.tcilto
cur. PiIm. A JJrci.withiLmp,Dr. J. N. Tibltr,St. Lout*,Mo.

Holland, July

and we most heartily approve of the
awards for we know they deserve it.

12,

1880.

“The Richest Blood, Sweetest Brealh
and Fairest Skin in Hop Bitters.”
They are now on exhibition at the State
“A little Hop Bitters saves big doctor
sufficient to make an active market. OwFairs, and we advise all to test them. See bills aud long sickness.”
ing to injuries by late rains in several another column.
“That invalid wife, mother, sister or
child can be made the piclure of health
counties the English wheat crop does not
so large as

was in 1879

it

fulfil the expectation

it

will still be

months, and even in the best years England imports a large part of its supplies
of food. Stocks of grain have run low

during the year of scarcity,and

the 'ne-

cessityof replenishingthem causes business to set in somewhat earlier than usual.

The wheat harvest

and

in

many

is

with

of the early summer

moderate in France,

districtsof

Germany

there

has been a heavy destruction of crops by

floods. Russia will furnish

less than her

have

to

make up

the greater

WANTED.

The prices of grain and cotton are expected to be low, the American crops of
both being too abundant to find a mar-

ket at high rates. But the foreign de-

mand

-

-

A new

----

will be large at moderate rates and

the transactions of the year will be exten-

Hop

-*«»-

assortment of Gold Pens, papers,

mourning paper,

part of the deficiency.

Bitters.”

worn down and ready to take
your bed. Hop Bitters is what you need.”
“Don’t physic and physic, for it weakens aud destroys, but take Hop Bitters,
Ad experienced woman or girl for general that build up continually.”
“Physicians of all schools use and
housework, especiallyto take charge of the
recommend Hop Bitters. Test them.”
kitchen. Also a girl for sewing and
“Health is beauty and joy— Hop
chamber work. Good wages for the Bitters gives health and beauty.”
“There are more cures made with
proper applicant. Address or call upon
Hop Bitters than ail other medicines.”
Mrs. M. E. at the residenceof Prof. C.
“When the brain is wearied, the
Scott, 9th Street, in this city.
nerves unstrung, the muscles weak, use

Special iJoticrjs.

usual quota for exportation,and the United
States will

Hop

"When

etc., at

30-2w

RANTERS.

L. T.

Bitters.”

“That low, nervous fever, want of
sleep and weakness, calls for Hop
y

Bitters.”

Hop Cjugi Cum »rd pila nllif

li

Plmaat; 3ur»

A. H. (fhEoo, Manufacturer of Mowing Machines, Trumansburg, N. Y., says: My
in a Machine and badly injured. I applied Eclectric Oil with almost instant relief. I have u large number of meu employed and nearly every one
of them uses it.

thumb was caught

ASd Chtip.

YOUNG MEN
Will not only save money but valuable time In the
future by attending the Grand Rapids Business
College, where they will receive a thorough, quick-

sive. The business is likely to be more Journalf^^ educallon* 8end for

College
28-ly

M. Sheehan, of Oscoda, Mich., writes: I have used your Eclectric Oil on horses
you recommended. It has done justice
for me every time, and is the best Oil for man and beast, I ever used.

For sale by Heber Walsh, Druggist.

for differentdiseases, and found it to do just as

GRAND EXPOSITION OF THE

Western Michigan

See what the medical faculty say: Dr. J. Beaudoin, Hull, P. Q., says: I have never
sold a medicine which has given more thorough satisfaction. 1 have used it iu my
own case, on a broken leg and dislocated ankle, with the best results.

evenly distributed through the year than
it

was after the

last harvest, since

there is

Now

SOLID BY*

the Schools are open again,

that

less temptation to create “corners” by you can find all the books and writing
material you wish at
daring speculative movements. The bad
luck of the stupendousChicago corner in

wheat

last winter

would not encourage a

repetition of the experiment even if the

30-2w
No

But

societyJ
AT GQiAJfQ

(RAP IQS.

Sept.

20,

21,

22,

23,

21 an!

25,

1880. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1880.

1880.

JNO. PESSINK.
-

the

so marforeigndeficiencyso much

abundance in the United States

Mm

RANTERS.

Graham, Rye and White bread will
be sold from this date for 5c a loaf at

—

On the well-known, beautiful and

-

Grounds adjacent

to

spacious Fair

the city.

RDd

An Immense

stock of dry goods to pick the Sufe*0^ aland
have no superior In
from, a large assortment of summer dress
vellous, and the
The b^’ldlngs Include Art Hall (a fine structure),
goods, hosiery, and notions, can always Pomologies!Hall, ManufacturersRail. Mechanics
lean than it was last year, that heavy specube found at It. C. Akely & Co., at Grand Hall, Agricultural Hall, Poultry Hall, Carriage
lative movements are not to be expected.
i7_tf. Ball, etc.
is

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,

Haven.

This is favorable to an easy money
A LARGE assortment of Hats and Caps,
market throughout the year. Large
Gent’s
Furnishing Goods, but Merchant
amounts of cash will not again be locked

np

in attempts to forestallthe market. tailoring is our specialty,at

Purchases will be made only as they are
wanted for immediate exportation. The
advances made by the backs will not be
long out of their bands, but will

be

re-

turned to them at short intervals lobe
again loaned out for moving successive

F. LIEBNOS.

Go to D. R. MEENGS for
Freeman’s New National Dyes. For brightness aud durabilityof
color they are unequaled. Color 2 to 5 lbs., price 15 cents.

1

general grain supply of the world were no

greater than it was in 1879.

L. T.

ID.

BRUSSE’S

CLOTHING STORE,

12“lf

Zeeland, Mich.

Limn

Stiiicd

!

Titbit,

25

emit;

Flowers, Laces, Embroidery, Kuching,

milk udtr 15 jeut, 15 cutt

COLLARS AND CUFFS,

Railroadsgive half fare, and transport freight
free. Competition will be open to the world.
Very liberal premiumsofferedupon stock and

Fans, Parasols, Circulars,Ulsters,and Heady Made 8nlts, Gloves, Mlts and
Warranted Pearl Kid Gloves.

every product of the soil.

A full line of Crape, and all kinds of
Pekin in Velvet and Silk for Trimmings.

Programme of every day

attractive, aud the
whole Instructive. Send to Secretary for 100 page

811k,

Black and Colored Brocade and

A LARGE stock of Ready Made Clothing premium list.
tW" Applications

can always be found at BRUSSE’S
CLOTHING HOUSE, opposite the Grist
Mill,

on Main

street, Zeeland,

Mich. 12-tf

for space, or for Info-rnnilon
relativeto preminma, can be made to the Bec’v.
GEO. W. THAYER, Prei't,Grand Rapids.
Jamrs Cox, Su'y. Grand Rapids.
Guaxd Rands, Aug. 18,
28-3W

1880.

L.

&

ETO-KTH

S.

-

VAN DEN BERGE,
LAN
GPU

STREET -

*101.

ID, LI

I

•v

'm

Now

lotting.

Tne
The weather has

is

-

your time

been rainy and hot.

The

—

success.

-

-

The

-

In time of war don’t read between the

gobbled Lotion

lines. You may be
Tranteripl.

C. Van Oostenbrugge,has received
from the Ref. Church'" at Detroit,

Rkv.

--

Jr., this

Because peaches
is no reason

why

are

they should not bring

Tempest was sold
on Tuesday last, and

little schooner

Fruit has ripened too

and our

was bought by Mr. Chas. Odell.

fruit

growers

At

very small

stalks

pro-

which yielded more than

-

girls ready for

-----

The Muskegon basket factory turns out
8.000 fruit baskets per day, and the demand still exceeds the supply.
Courtney Is

re-

turns from an overstockedmarket.

Get your boys and

Mannoses, Va., one oat seed

fast this season,

-

get

Grand Rapids

practicing at Genova in the

boat that was sawed in two at Chatauqua,

and is using his

new

years

patent seat, which

County Clerk on the Republican ticket,
was in this city attending the Teachers’

The

Cor. Canal

and

sit

on a

--

months they
against 70 for the

last six

built 111 locomotives,

-*•*-

Grand Rapids,July

EMBROIDERIES.

of

Genuine British Hose, Etc.

T&msmssiiim
A

full line

Telford,

-

Cashmeres and

OUR STOCK OF GENERAL DRY

DEANE A 8UN.

GOODS

22,1880. 2+-3m

LARGE.

IS

fine line of Notions.

Goodrich & Co.

A

fall line

of the choicest

O-iROCBR/IES

Manufacturer*of

'

S:0:A:P:S

List of letters remaining in the post-

of

cotoss.

Table Linens

A

hotel

office at Holland, Mich., Sept. 2nd, 1880:
very same period last year.
W. Schank, Capt. T. A. Sears. Augustus
large and selected stock of boots, shoes
Quite
a number of teachers, both male Smithy Almira Elderd.
and slippers,which he oilers for sale very
Wm. Verbeek, P. M.
cheap. Mr. Herold is old in the business, and female are in town attending the
Teachers’ Institutein session at this writand knows just what to select for his cusMr. J. H. Eppink, of Graafschap, was
tomers. His trade is constantly increasing. ing. In our next issue we hope to be ennominated
by acclamation for County
abled to give a completeaccount of their
Call and see his new stock if you want to
Treasurer, by the Allegan County Repubdoings.
pick out something fine.
lican Convention. It is a splendid nomThe
present House of Commons con- ination, and we predict for him a triumphThe RepublicanCounty Conventionof
tains 241 men who had no seats in the last. an election.
Allegan was held on Tuesday last, and the
The merchants and manufacturers have
following ticket was nominated:
We call the attention of our people to
Increased from 91 to 199, and the country
Senator— W. C. Edsell.
the new advertisement of Mr. Melis.
gentlemen and aristocrats have diminished
Sheriff— Wm. Hay.
The superphosphatehas been found exfrom 200 to 126.
Judge of Probate— J. H. Padgham.
cellent, and he has sold two of his Cham-

Mr. E. Herold has just received

a fall line

Michigan.

& Bridge Strs.
O. 8.

Paterson, (N. J.) Locomotive piazza at the seaside without paper-weights
Works are unable to keep up with their on his coai\&[\s.—Brooklyn Union- Argus.
orders. During the

Institutethis week.

past Ho can now

strong

DressGocds.TrimmingSilks

if not better.

for

OVERALLS

of

to stand the hardest test

Ladies' A Gents. Hosiery,

will take their

Mr. Geo. B. Turner, candidate

—

A largo line of—*—

—

O. 8. Deane A Co’* Steel Plow, U one of the
beet and most popular plows tn the market. Tht*
plow haa two kluda of pointer*,al*o Steel
Coulter*.
Decne’* new patent Ouage wheel for p!ow* and
cultivator* ia a novelty.One of thl* ktnfl or
wheel* will laat lower than *lx of anv kind now In
u*e. It keep* dirt from the axle, and can be oiled
same a* a buggy wheel.

Frederic, son of Robert Bonner, usual- works on rollers.
ly has the famous Dexter in hand. The
seats in a magnificent new buildingand
The Hon. Alexander H. Stephens, is
old horse can still trot way down in 2.25,
new seats.
reported to be in better health than for

school. Next Monday they

best kind*

enough

------

cheap now, that

good prices next year.

the *tore of

Mill Street,

duced

week.

The

1.000 perfect grains.

day in Grace (Episcopal)Church, both
morning and evening.

IMPLEMENTS

Mr. P. Mellansou, of Kankakee, 111.,

Rev. Mr. Flowers will preach next Sun-

under mortgage sale

hill in Lincoln County, Missouri,

at

VAN PUTTEN& SONS.

G.

AND MACHINERY.
Considerable quantitiesof ice are
being shipped in Norwegian polls to the
Warehouse, corner of Cual and Bridge
United States.
Streets, Foundry and Works,

was visitingwith Mr. Ed. J. Harrington,

Mich.

The

AGRICULTURAL

ing August was $12,027,167.

yielded fifty-four large-sizedpotatoes.

on the market at the same time.

—

Manufacturer* of and Dealer* In

decrease of the national debt dur-

One

RECEIVED

G. S. Deane & Son,1 JUST

Alberti has returned from Illinois

wltli another carload of horses.

Peaks, plums, peaches, apples, etc., are

a call

Teachers’ Institute is a decided

crop of corn everywhere will be

John

D. Blrkhoff and sister of Chicago,

are visitingfriends in this city.

all

can peaches.

heavier than for a long time.
-

Mb.

to

A.

GREAT VARIETY OP HATS.

a

AND

Baking Powders

CALLSOON AND GET
FIRST CHOICE
G.

And Wholceale Dealer*In SPICES,

WOODEN WARE,

Van Putten

Sc

THE
Sons.

Holland, April S4th, 1880.

etc.

22 South Division

St.

FIRST

GRAND RAPIDS MICH.

WARD

DRUG STORE,

Derrick’* Baking Powder 1* the mo*t popular
article u*ed at present. If yon have not tried It,
then go and a*k your grocer for
60«m.

It.

Three doors East of Kruisenga’s Store.

‘

Clerk— W. Gilbert.
Prosecting Attorney— F. Donaldson.
Register— Geo. E.

Foote was

PROPK/IKTOK..

talking away one evening at pion drills recently. High cultivation is

a dinner-table of a

Dunn.

Joslin&Breyman, Dr.It.A.Scliouten,

man of

tank, when, at

-

gaining ground.

the point of one of his best stories, one of

Treasurer— J. H. Eppink.

the party interrupted

Surveyor— Albert Eaton.

an air of most considerateapology, “I

^ ^

-

Thi* new store will keep a full supply of the bc«t
and fluest

Rev. Wm. M. Ooplin, of Spring Lake,

him suddenly,with

formerly pastor ol the M. E. Church

in

Utiiciiit,Perfumeries,Toilet Article, Cigars,

Circuit Court Commissioners— J. The- beg your pardon, Mr. Foote, but your this city, was iu town this week. He is
Writing Material, Snuff,
succeeding admirably in raising the church
wand, and Ed. J. Anderson.
handkerchiefis half out of your pocket.”
And the finest assortmentof
debt at that place, and hr0 endeared himCoroners— S. S. Stout and E. Gates.
“Thank you, sir,” said Foote, replacing
self so much to the church and people,The largest fruit farm in this vicinity is it, “you know the company better than I that the whole church and congregation
do,” and finished his joke.
that of Mr. E. Ellen. His orchard covers
says that Conferencemust return him an(for Medicinaluse only,)
nearly 40 acres, is in splendid condition,
Jewelers,
It may comfort the "Gold Bugs” to read other year.
-«»»most of the trees bearing for the first and
i that Germany is on the eve of remonetizing
The census office clerks at Washington
DEALERS IN
second time. It is unlucky for him to see
And almost everything else belonging In a well
silver. Being forced thereto by natural are excited over the appointment of two
stocked drug store.
the fruit ripen so fast and suddenly, causlaws over which she, nor the “gold bugs,” colored women as clerks there. While Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
ing low prices. The orchard was a sight
The above firm arc the manufacturersof DR.
have any control. Perhaps after this is none of the white male and female clerks
HCHOUTEN’B
to see, last week. It was indescribably
accomplished,and German and American in the ceusus office has filed any protest
Jewelry & Fancy Goods.
beautiful.
hope subsequent good
Ami-Bilious
pills
“gold bugs” will learn by stern reality that against them, it is generally understood
crops and prices will remunerate him for
JlNT>
there is not gold enough in this world to that all are opposed to working in the same
his untiring efforts. Across the way from
do the business with, it may occur to them room with them, and the chief clerk of the
Compound Syrup of Rhubarb.
this farm is the one of Mr. Geo. 8. Harthat our large amount of silver in tins office has not yet been able to make up bis
rington, whose orchard, although not so
Prescriptionscarefully compound at all hour*,
country may come handy, rise to par value, mind to what particular duties and rooms
large, is older and more prolific in yield.
day or night.
and they may even then admit that the he will assign them. Colored male clerks
Mr. Harrington’s Early Crawfords are unsilver people were not so crazy as the N. Y. are to bo found in almost all the departA Large and
/
excelled, pears beautiful, and apples, the
Kinds of Spectacles.
Eco. Post and Chi. Times would have the ments, but colored female clerks are rare,
best qualities. Both gentlemen will please
people believe. The “gold bugs” of Wall though there are a few iu the Treasury Deaccept our thanks for “lots of fruit.”
Fait
of (Sold
street, and all their hireling newspapers, partment.
At a meeting of some colored brethren are against the best interest of the masses
- OF --The wrestling mutch on Saturdayeve RepairingNeatly and Promptly Executed.
of all nations;but are always figuring,
it was decided to make a collection.The
uing, at Lyceum Hall, passed off very
6-ly.
Hoi .land, March 24, 1880.
talking and writing for their own pockets.
president concluded to pass the hat himpleasantly.The contestants were, P. II.
self, and, in order to encourage the others,
Early on Sunday morning the sad news McKnight, of Big Rapids, and E. G. Johnhe put in a ten-ceut piece. After the colspread over the city that James Brooks, son, of Holland. Their weight was—
nnIE followingdescribedLots In theCitv of
— Just received at
lection, during which every hand had been
son of H. Brooks of this city, who was McKnight, 151^ lbs.; Johnson, 129 lbs. 1 iHoUaiid, I will sell at the following prices.
in the hat, the presidentapproached the
Lot I, Block F, Lot 6, Block O, West Addition 8175
engaged on the lug Batchelder, was They stood— McKniglit,5 ft. 6){ inches; each! Lot 1», Block 8. Lot «, Block 11, South West
table, turned the hat upside down, and not
drowned on the previous evening, and Johnson, 5 It. 51£ inches. Johnson won Addition 8175 each. Lots 1, 2, 3. 4, 5 & fi In Block
25, m organized plat near the at. L. 8. depot at
even his own contributiondropped out.
had either fallen from the dock, or from he first fall in 15 minutes; also the second, $225 iach, except Lots 1 A 2 which are $300 each
He opened his eyes with astonishmentand
Also I lots West of First avenue at $125 each. The
the boat, who was moored at her dock, p 9 minutes. The third bout terminated abovd will be sold for a small payment down. Also
Eighth Street, City of Holland.
exclaimed:“Fo' goodness,but I’ze eben
by
Johnson
getting
the
hip-lock
on
his
the fJlowIng Lots •», 10. It, 12. 18, and 14. In Block
near the fire-engine house, at the foot of
E, Ldt**, 4, 5 and ) In Block II. The above will
loss de ten cents I started wid I” Then
Franklin street, Grand Haven. We have opponent, who, wanting u prevent a bad besom on long credit and small payment* down.
there was consternation on the laces of the
spent all our spare time to gather an co- fall, broke his hold; this gave the fall to
A Complete assortmentof Children's and Infant*
M.D. HOWARD.
assembly. Who was the lucky man?
Bhoc« for fall and winter,and a full Hue of
Johnson
under
the
rules, who having three
herent account of the affair— but that
Ladles' aud Ocntleman’swear.
That was the question. He could not
seems impossible. We are told that the fulls to his credit, won the match. This
NERVOUS SUFFERERS.
blush or turn pale, for all were as black as
-:o:testimony shows that he was not over ten bout lasted 17 minutes. It was a beautinight. It was evidently a hopelesscase,
ful
display
of
skill
and
agility,
and
was
at
Me Giiat EnropeanRemedy-Dr.I. B. Simpson’s
minutes in the water, that he was found
and was summed up by one brother, who
US.
immediately after the alarm was given, times exciting,especially to those who had
Specific Medicine.
rose In his place and said, solemnly,“Dar
It l* po*ltlve care for Spermatorrhoea, Seminal
and then comes the contradictory story never seen a wrestlingmatch before. It
E. HEROLD
Weaki !**, Impotcncy, and all disease* resulting
’pears to be a great moral lesson roun’
that the body got cold in that short time. s ridiculous, however, to hear some sa- from 8 tf-Abuse, a* MenUl Anxiety, Lo** of MemHolland, Mich.. Sept. tT’IBSO.
heeh somewhar.”
That is not possible! His chum was over- vants (?) criticize such an exhibition, as it ory. Pains in
Back o
The Democrats and Greenbackers of come with grief, but testified, at the in- t was brutal and disorderly. And all and dl
they really do, is to display their own igOttawa County in Convention assembled, quest, in differentways. It seems that the
Consu
norance. The same puritans would attend Insanl
united and made up the followingticket: boatmen had been paid, but not James—
For Judge of Probate— J. M. Cross, so that an injudicious display of money a politicalmeeting of their own Ilk, and
The undersignedhas again opened a store of
could not have caused a thirst for his life. hear their opponentsslandered and abused, c/ne ilbelo
general mercimndise,on the corner of
Democrat.
But the worst feature of all is— that upon glory in it and smile over it. But that’s rsed/wlt
“ Sheriff— T. E. Murray, Greenback.
Eighth and Biver Streets,
wo (Jerful
arrival
of the body in this city it was re- no sin, because they do it.) How conPr/nbelt**ent free to all. Write for them and where he hopes to see all his old customers, and
“ Clerk— R. Lillie, Greenback.
get /u p .rtlcnlar*.
a* many new one* as may deem It to their advan“ Register of Deeds— Jacob Baar, Green- dressed for burial, and the finger marks of sistent
IjftceSpecific,$1 per package, or *lx packages tage to deal with him.
fo/$5.
Addreas
all
order*
to
a terrible grip were plainly to be seen on
back.
The Block of good* offered for aale con*i*l* of

Wines &

-

Watchmakers |

—

Liquors,

FAINTS AND

We

OILS,

m Emcmm

Fine

All

Mae

nsrurw

Reas,

stock:

BOOTS & SHOES
—

FOR SALE.

E.

HEROLD,

I

Apllyto.

CALL AND SEE

Again in Business.

__

(

snccc**. .....

t

GRAND HAVEN

“ Treasurer—L. T. Kanters, Democrat. one of the upper arms near the shoulder,
“ Prosecuting Attorney— V. W. Seely, almost 48 hours after the occurence. Also
a

Democrat.

W.

“ Representative,1st district—

“

“

C.

Harper, Democrat.

deep cut over the

so deep, that

left eye,

so large and

Company F, 2

ITEMS.

Reg’t. M. 8. T., give an

a man could not have got excursionto Milwaukee, starting

to-night

that by fall of twenty feet, let alone less. (Saturday) and will return Bunday night.

J. B. SIMPSON MEDICINE CO.,
No*. 104 and 108 Main 8t.. Buffalo,N Y
Sold In Hollandby D. tt. Meenos. . 61-ly.
.

.

ifiiceitix:

S,

Provisions Etc.,

Planing Mill

a terrible gash in the back of the
Ccutrj Prodite, Silltr ui Eggi, Eic,i Ett„
Lewis Sawdy, charged with committing
head. Now, no man with a grain of com
Taken in Exchange.
Hubbard, Greenback.
a rape, in the town of Polkton,on a child
Thus both tickets are brought before mon sense, will admit for a moment that
of seven years, was held for trial by Jus- In rebuilding our new shop we have purchaaed
the people. Politicallywe have nothing a man will get cut iu his head, so severe
entirely new
Call and See for Yourself.
tice Goodrich of that town, and in default
and
deep,
both
front
and
back
by
a
fall
of
to say. Vote as you see fit. But we have
J. Duursema.
Machinery of the most ApprovedPatterns,
of $5,000 ball wa* committed to jail.
a right to help our personal friends, regard- his own length, no matter what be struck.
Holland, April 17,
10less of politics, and independent. We are Then again it is said that these wounds ir
Mr. L. Van Drezer was tried before And we are confident we can iatl*fy all who
want
glad to see such an honorable name as his head may have been caused by the Justice Pagelson on Wednesday for keep*
that of J. M. Cross, Esq., not many years pike-polewith which they searched for ing his saloon open on Sunday. He was
Matching,
ago a minister of the Gospel, nominated the body. But the wounds did not indi- found guilty and sentenced to pay a fine
-IN
oa
for the office of Judge of Probate. Being cate anything of the kind, and if the man of $25 and costs and imprisonment for 10
thoroughlyversed in law he would bring in whose hands the pike-polewas, ha< dfys. Mr. Van Drezer has appesled his
Re-Sawing Done.
dignity to the office for which he is nomina- done that, be would have brought up the case to the Circuit Court. This makes
WE HAVE A STEAM
ted, and instead of being a bitter intrig- body and the wonnds would have been ac three cases of a similar nature.

2nd

district—Geo. E.

Also

1000.

"

neat market

Planing,

•

A lad

of about 18 years old, a

grandson

would mete out justice with such lofty sharp hard inatrument,in the hands of of Cyrus Wise, of the township of Grafid
Haven, while assisting at a treshing maimpartiality,that even Republicans would some unknown person, whom we hope our
chine,
on John Bchm’s farm, was caught
be proud of the day when one of their county offloials will ferret out— lf,ToF
in
the
machinery and had boUi legs and
Ring leaden-i. e. Braid printing ring, nothing else than to austain their owi repuetc.— was laid on the shelf. We hope to tation. We have seen the body, examined the left arm broken and cut in two places.

wounds, and don’t
1 nounce it A MURDER!

an honor to Ottawa County.

hesitate to pro-

WARD.

DE/ir K

uing partisan,under a mask of contempti- counted for. Oh, no, gentlemen of the
ble affability, like the present incumbent, jury, these wounds were made by some

see old Rev. Cross elected. It would be the

THE—

Dr. McNett attends the
is

little

sufferer,

still in a precarious condition.

who

I

LILT

an> thi

DRYING OF LUMBER WR SHALL
MAKE A SPECIALTY.
DOORS, 8ABH

AND BUNDS,

Store.

Or anything In oar line manufactured on abort

n°US:iT.

WERKMAN

A VAN ARK.

A

tr^he stand la ona door wait of G. J. Havsrkatt
Son’. Hardware

w BVT%KV

J.

Holland. July

14,

1878.

VAN ZOEBEN.

/

FEASTING VEBMI

-S

FASTING.

the mystic words. I stopped at the
passed her ruby lips. Innocent and words “just a little.”
pure, this young girl knew not how
“ I did this on purpose, ” said
“So
strewn with thorns is life’s weary path ; you love me 1 a little ? ’ ”
how bloom the roses, fresh in their fraLeonia blushed.
grance, yet hiding the sting. Careless
“Then you deny it, do you ”
of to-morrow was she, heedless of strife
She gave me her hand and placing
so far she had only read a gilded hook, it in mine, this was the choicest answer
I could have sought.
turned a golden page. Alas, poor child
dream on thy dream of peace. In a few
The day was just closing. In our
days thou shall awake to misery, if not ramble we had been left far behind ; all
to despair. When the repast was over our friends had gone on, and, not knowI Donna Leonia (this was the lady’s name)
ing whither we had strayed, were com| sat do)vn the piiyior-and in a moment ing back to meet us. We followed them,
! our herirts wefe ^htrarieed by the most still pursuing our leisure. On the morexquisite tones I have ever heard evoked row the ship was to set sail from Horta.
from that instrument.I imagined that When Leonia heard this she turned
I was again at home. Visions of my pale. Wliile the Captain and the passi native country came a
will — the old
engers were saving a last farewell to Ferhomestead, my mother’s face, my play- nandez, ouietly approachingLeonia I
| mates of younger years, mv
sister’s whispered in her ear
yet had the magic words, “ I love thee,”

BT C. M. LtrFLKB.
There

L

w

Wlww

a dootor naiuoil Ttuuer,
lanuer,
irtfeS nun I they 4^it wua Hi

WhirlofwH^iPly'Yrtfk.
With corned-beefor pork,
Three tiiuw a day with servantsto fan her.

?

;

Now

doctor \owed it was awful,
In any one keepibft their craw full
Of fat, fancy dishes,
As oysters and fli'hei,
Cabbage and pork, short-cakeand waffle.

Was

the

!

By eathiKless food,"
}iie doctripeof Tanner’s ^)ej preaching.

Twa* fearful, be aaid, to be livin'
witlTwoWtntrt PaflngUnlit gtven *
She sued for divorce,

For^ASld
« / w *

Why,

»i

I

Save SalSsBe, W hefittn.
• • <m i $

j

go forty days minus repast !"
VaunM Doo, the day he mot his wife laM.
u Wo Mwf t and you know it i"
Uid I’d show it!”
Forth wltfa lie began a forty days’ fast.
“

I'll

:

voice, my brother’s friendly call— all, all

be deceived.Besides, the extreme coldness of Leonia toward William Torris
and her repeated denials of his suit made
matters worse, awakened his suspicions,
and one night when I was on bended
knees lief ore my adored, Fernandez apjieared. Passing by, however, on his
evening walk, Ite seemed to take no notice of what was going on. The next day
I was summoned to his presence.I
walked with a firm step and quiet nerve,
for, although I knew he might reprimand
me severely, I felt sure he would never
despise me. “ Sir/’'’ said he, “I have
desired to see you. Sit down. You love
my daughter, she loves you. All this I
know. But perhaps you are not aware
that before your arrival she had already
been engaged to marry William Torris*.
Sir, I respect an oath with all the honor
of an old Castilian, but, as the happiness of my child must, not be sacrificed
even to the saerednessof nn oath, I now
ask you, sir, who you are, foi I do not
know you, and- if my love for my
daughter makes me forswearan honorable principle, it cannot at any cost
make me forget my authorityand mv
duty.”

OUB BEST REWARD.
Winston, Forsythe Co., N. C., )
March 15, 1880. $
To the Hop Bitters Mfq. Co. :
Gents— I desire to express to you
my thanks for your wonderful Hop
Bitters. I was troubled with dyspepsia
for five years previous to commencing
the use of your Hop Bitters some six
months ago. My cure baa been wonderful. I am pastor of the First Methodist
Church of this place, and my whole
congregation can testify to the great
virtue of your bitters.
Very respectfully,
- Rev. ll. Feuebee.

“I shall not go with them to-morrow.
: came up
before me, and once more, At 9 o’clock, expect me. I shall return.”
though so far removed, I was in France
The day of sailing came. With a
1 again. Illusion of an hour ! I was and
Martyr-likcclung to his stipperle** i*ost,
favoring wind the ship that bore me to
Starved himselfdown to the shade ot a ghost,
, would yet be long separatedfrom all my
Horta started for the coast of France.
For “ science ’’ or money ?
friends, and little did I know, as music I stood on the shores watching her re
Gosh ! ain’t it funny,
wove its charms almut me, how much treating lines until her masts grew
Wa’ll pgy- to l^esr the lectuvr boast I
| happiness, how much wretchedness,still
smaller and smaller on the horizon.
Vet ’raiiVor the doctor nailed Tanker,
awaited me in the. island. At- last our Then at last she became a speck and
Who thus bore the abstinencebanner
“Sir,” I replied, “ I thank you for the
By power of will—
first visit was at an end, and, bidding a then all was level with the sea, and sky
courtesy
with which you have treated
rOf praise got his ftli,
reluctant good-by to our host and his and water met and no ship was there
me. God knows how much I love your
Bui lost a iyeot Eden with Hanper :
charming daughters,we put back to the tome. Hope seemed fled, but the image daughter, and there is nothing I am not
tLOOMINQTOX,I1L
ship,-’ not, however, until, according to of my beloved came as the rainbow after
prepared to do to obtain your consent.
the Governor’s pressing- invitation, we the storm, and peace was restored to my 'Fliis is the answer to your first quesTHE GOYER^OR^ DAUGHTER. ; had promised to return on the following
breast.
tion. In the second place I am obliged
t
day.
to avow that I have no fortune. I come
At
9
o’clock
I
repaired
to
the
house
of
We bad been nailing sixty-four (lays—
from a good family, honored in Franco,
Once
on
board
there
was
nothing
Fernandez.
A
mulatto
womna
opened
a longer time than it usually takes to
come from Rio Janeiro to any port of spoken of among all our party but the I the door. The first glance at Leonia and all I possess is the education I have
France. How gladly we hailed the gracious receptionwe had met with the gftve me to understand what a sleepless received and what I have been able to
ending of the voyage and our near ap- charm of the Governor s family and the uight she must have passed ; nav, how acquire of the world’s knowledge.”
“ You must obtain the consent of your
proach to laud ! Thus far, until to-day, anticipated pleasure of to-morrow s_re- ill she must have been, since the lines
nothing had Rnpewed iu ftight, uiul when 1 newal »' Wneanlo nsnooiatto. For in her face revealed intense suffering. family before any union with my daughter
the welcome Bound of "Inna ahead!" my part I could -ou, m no conversation. Will I relate it ? Must I say it ? I was can take place,” mildly answered Fer!
-o „ 1
i , I had not a word to sav. I became sud- really not displeased at witnessing the nandez, and at the same time he added
fell upon our ears, with one bound, ami , ,
a i
t
, *•
, denlv dull, and, not to appear morose, I
evidences of this suffering. I had al- that as a ship was about to sail iu a few
moy ,
*
retired as early as possibleto the seclumost wished to see her sick, so strange a days I might take passage in her.
rent, every passe
sion of mv stateroom.What was going
Fernandez Correjo was too proudjretbng 1m occupation, stood P<m >e
„ singular feehng I thing is love and so near akin is vanity
spirited, too much of a man to make
to this very love.
a,reih„,gin
“ Ah ! my dear friend,” said Leonia, allusion to any want of fortune ; on this
.1,.
,Uv„
Wn,„„
week.
the
bottom
of
1UV
“
are
you indeed come ? Your ship, then, account he suggested my speedy deand sky until the days become weeks
heart the germ of my love for Leonia has not yet gone ? ”
parture, arguing,no doubt, that absence
and months how good it is to meet the
soon told
me that I
longer free,
“Yes, gone,” I said, “and already and separation were the best remedies to
land, and in the meeting leave behind
u’,u,me
J was
»»» no
"<> ...uger »ee,
,i , •
nat my heart had been left behind a miles distant from these shores.”
end a love that seemed to him, at least
tte monotony that in long 9ea Y yage»
the charms of the
____
. for his daughter, fraught with hidden
“But
what
excuse
did
you
make?
lalh. dmvn upon the ship like a
^ughter of the Governor.
what reasons did you give?” eagerly ‘Angers.
v.tyof'FayS
J,15t the sun waa pouring the flrat asked this child of innocence and sin- | in lew days I started. Arriving in
city
of Fayal, one'
one of
of the
the Arorcs'.
Azores.
! Marseilles I decided to go no further.
time vras lost in getting ashore^
tl ,
,,
Wandering often to the seashore,I con!
(rose .ttin -xt day, and,
dressing mysidf with scrupulous care , Kll“m,,8 tho1t \
fided my longings, my desires to the
hold of the ship great trunks wen
sought the early breeze on deck. I was | h(°“9t.
f1r,end'.1told.m.v wild ocean breeze, trusting that some
yielded up, and silks and diamonds anil
auxious, though I carefullv guarded my I stor?
done > ><! P^vious day its idle course Hjicnt,perhaps half
costly costumes, long unused, were
secret, to leave the ship and once
th“ T“
relaxed, a message might reach my
eagerly brought into requisition. At
xvin.i ihof Ajo^ing all to thus exceUent man, I told
set foot in
in Rnrio
Horta. Aa liM.f
light wind that
Leonia. But the breeze sped on its
last we were ready, and soon our feet.
him that it was utterly impossible for
was blowing had gone down, a ripple
way. My treasure heard no word of love
touched the long-desired land.
me to return to France ; that I loved the
.
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Rochester. N. Y., March 11, 1880.
Hoi* Bitters Co. :
Please accept our grateful acknowledament for the Hop Bitters you were
so Kind to donate, and which were such
a benefit to us. Yours, very gratefully.
Oi.o T.adies of the Home of the
Friendless. „
Delev an, Wis., Sept. 24, 1878.
Gents— I have taken not quite one
bottle of the Hop Bitters. I was a feeble
old man of seventy-eightwhen I got it.
To-day I am as active and feel as well
as I did at thirty. I see a great many
that need such a medicine.
D.

Boyce.

Monkoe, Mich., Sept. 25, 1875.
nave been taking Hop Bitters
for inflammation of the kidneys and
bladder; it has done for me what four
doctors failed to do. The effect of the
Sirs— 1

bitters seemed like magic to mo.

W.
Bradford, Pa
It has cured

,

L.

Carter.

May

8,

1875.

me

of several diseases,
such as nervousness, sickness at the
stomach month ly troubles, etc . I have
not seen a sick day in a year since I took
Hop Bitters. Several of my m Uhbon
,

use

them.

Mrs Fannie Green.

Inline iii« Sale.

Evansville, Wis., June 24, 1879.
Gi-ntlsmen— No Billers have had onehalf the sale here and given such universal sMisfactionas your Hop Bitters
have V/ e take pleasure in speaking lor
their welfare, os every one who tries
tin m is well satisfiedwith their results.
Several such remarkable cures have
been made with them here that there
area number of earnest workers in the
Hop Bitters cause. One person gained
eleven pounds from taking only a few
Smith & Ide.
^

bottles.
Bay City.

M

cn., Feb. 3, lb80.

Hop Bitters Company:
1 think it

commend

my

for

duty to send you a rethe benefit oi any person

wishing to know whether Hop Bitters
blamed me.
are
good or not. I know thev are good
describing. Lying idly, • swinging on
was in return beloved, and that some
most glorious dav. With bounding
Returning home, I was received ns for general debilityand indigestion;
the waters, were a few fishing smacks ; ft
to “vf L"
'
' When I had
my'a^ strengthen the nervous system and m ike
the hnlk of an old American ship told a velocity our boat cleared the 'li^uce 1
separatiug us from
from our
nnr friends,
fnend, and we
ventures, all my father and mother new life. I recommend mv patients to
story of wreck and disaster, while a
Du. A. Pratt,
were on shore in a few moments. As Captain urRed, dissuading n.e from mv “ked uns that I I[llndltleave them no use
imall Danish brig, lately come in for a
Treater oi Chronic Diseases.
we drew near, I knew not why, my purpose. I became furious. At last, more. Growing old, these good pareuts
supply *f fresh water, said plainly
heart beat with a mad impulse and sin- finding that any attempt to keep m ’ | needed aU my loving care, and I promenough in its loneliness that few vessels
Superior Wis , Jan., I8S0.
gular contradiction more than once,
ised them to remain a month, when I
entered this solitaryharbor, ami then
alxMird was useless, like a man of experiI heard in my neighborhood that your
much os I burned to see the object of
should again set sail for Horta. But
only when they could not help it, ns in
ence he gracefully yielded, and, assuring
Hon Billers was doing such a great
my love. I wished a hundred times I
fate had ordered otherwise.I fell in
the case of the India merchantmencom
me that all his advice had been well indeal of good among the sick and nlHieted
iug hither for n renewal of provision,,I l“>d never left the ship's side. But this tended and for my best interests,lie al- i love with a charming woman, whose with most every kind of disease, and as
can be explained. When a man is only
face made me forget that of the distant I had been troubled for fifteen years
and some fresh meat The town itself
lowed me to depart, with a prayer that I
20 years of age, love is a very remarkLeonia. I was not happv, however. 1 with neuralgia and all kinds of rheulooked as dreary and as lonesome as- the
might lie happy.
able antithesis ; at 40 he understands it
hud
promised to return— 1 had sworn it. maiic complaints and kidney trouble, I
harlior. Here and there a group of men
Leonia listened until I had told all,
better, and later on in life trcll.
Two
years after my return I received took one bottle according to directions.
might l>e seen talking,laughing and
and, looking into my soul with her dark
It ftt once did me a great deal of good,
the following letter from Leonia
Before entering the Governor’s house eyes, exclaimed
jesting with one another,but evidently,
and I used another bottle. . I am an old
Sir
:
I
believed
in
you.
I
have
been
deI
saw
my
beloved
at
the
window,
her
as far as occupationwas concerned,
• “Then you will always remain — you ceivod. My father had determined to welcome man, but am now as well as I can wish.
practically unemployed. Some lay on eyes bent in the direction of the ship.
will never leave us.”
you as liia son-in-law. but you came not. Now There are seven or eight families in our
the wharves, indolent as the lazzarouiof “ Why is she there? ’’ I said, in my in“All my dreams,” I replied, “could that nil hone of earthly happiness is gone. 1 place using Hop Bitters as their family
-art, “ and does she expect any
Naples, while others again went up and most
1 I have made perpetual vows at the Convent of
medicine, and aie well satisfiedwith
never
be compared to such a reality as Santa Anna. Leaving all behind me, I have
down the narrow streets, heedless of one in particular.” One glance told me
it they will not use any other. One lady
purpose and caring little,to all appear- all. In a moment I understood the rea- that. O, would it were given me to i yet prayed to Heaven that you may he happy. here had been bedridden for years, is
Farewell
’ Leonia.
know that here I might live and die
ance, how soon the day might end. A son. What happiness awaited me ! 1
well and doing her work from the use
In the fourteenth century the trouba- i of three bottles.
few old women, in long blue cloaks and
to spend an entire day in the
men are unfortunate ; some may
Leonard Wiiitbeck.
heavy hoods, were in the streets, and society of her my heart adored. Such a do as they please. Such a man, for in- dours would have immortalized such
same barefooted sisters from a neigh- day is an eternity. How many men have stance, is William Torris, the American, constancy its this, while legend and poA Voice from the Preia.
settled here. He needs no eterni i etry would have vied to hold the name
boring convent made up the picture never in the course of a long life
I take the opportunity to bear testity
to
wait
for
happiness,
for
he
may
enof
such
a
woman
in
solemn
reverence.
presentedfor our inspection on our ar- twelve hours of such bliss
joy even here all the delights of the To-day, in the year of grace 1880, many 1 mony te the eili *Hcy of your “ Hop Bitrival in Horta. To account fur the
Fernandez, when breakfast had l>een
! ters.” Expecting to find them nauseous
promised land."
w ill say : “Why did she not marry Willsmall number of persons we encountered partaken of. showed ns over his vast es’ and bitter and composed of bad whisky,
“ I beg of you,” said Leonia, “ not to iam Torris ? She might have been rich
is not difficult, since the people of these tates. My immediate companion was
mention that man’s name in my pres- and happy.” This latter is the reason- we were agreeably surprised at their
islands seldom come out in the daytime, Leonia. A thousand little occasions durmild taste, just lik^acupol tea. A Mrs.
leaving until the pool evening the en- ing the day gave me the opportunity I ence. I have never given him my heart ing of the financiers in our day.
Cmsw' li and a Mrs. Connor, friends,
.......
i* * * _ _
iand his eyes have never looked down ; O, tempora ! O. mores
jovment of their recreationand
have like wise tried, and pronounce tlx m
I into my
fnmost soul. I have always
the best medicine they have ever taken
for building up strengthand toning up
The news of
Effects of Perfume on Health.
>“ >-• Now I hate
him,
and
in future I shall put an end to
1 the system. I was troubled with
soon spread, and curious faces of more- well/ Finally, making an allusion to the
We learn that an Italian professor has . costiveness, headache and want of appeall his visits ; no nuptial ring of his shall
eurious people were to be seen at every country through which we were passing,
bind
me
to him, no matter what prom- recently made some very agreeablemed- tite. The two former ailments are gone,
eoroer, eagerly eying the lately-arrived I \enture to exclaim : “What a charm
ises my father may have given.” Plac- icinal researches resultingin the discov- ! and the latter greatly improved. I have
strangers . Nor were the natives un- reigns in this island, and how happy I
ing her hand over her heart : “ There is ery that vegetable perfume exercises a a yearly contract with a doctor to lock
friendly in their manifestationsin their should lie to live here !”
something stronger here,” said she, positively heathfnl influence on the at- j after the hialth of myself and family,
professionseven, off riendslup.TheGovIf the country pleases you so much,”
“than any human will. Last night an mosphere, converting its oxygen into ' but I need him not now.
emor of the island sent some of his slaves replied Leonia, “ why not remain here ?
S Gilliland, People*'Advocate,
angel witli golden wings came to me in ozone, and thus increasingits oxidizing
to offai its baskets of oranges and other But you are only joking. Moreover. I
July 25.
Pittsburg, Painfluence.
The
essences
found
to
develop
a dream. He brought me a casket of
tropical frnits. This kindness we inter- have heard so much of your beautiful | (i.am()n^’ .)i-ecious stones No doubt
largest quantity of ozone are those of
prated as a good omen, reminding us, a» country of France that I can scarcely ! tL'irit
cllerr-V.^‘1, clover, lavender, mint,
A Test of Cashiers.
it did, of the hospitality of Guaeauga- beiieve in the desire.. you express. Be^fts
d ‘
1 (juniper, lemon, fennel and bergamot;
A Paris merchant, who has been sevgan te Columbus on his arrival at bt. sides, I remember aU yap said yesterday
.
I those that give it in smaller quantity are
•ral times robbed by unfaithful cashiers,
Salvador. Calling upon the friendly concerning love of country and the
Ibis singular admixture of weakness
nutmeg and thyme The flowers i has invented an infallibletest of compeI
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onr very sincere thanks, and were in
turn received with most generous and
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teucy. The cashier presents himself,
offers his services, shows his reference.

---

ozone in closed vessels. Flowers desti- I Then the merchant: “Show me how
" Yea'" 1 '"l""1"!
--P'
'
tute of perfume do not develop it, and ' you would erase a mistake in your lig“ there are many things that make us
amiable natural character, and her
The Governor’sname was Fernandez
those
which
have
Iwit
slight
perfume
delove our country — for instance,a mothiiires.” The aspiring cashier sets to
Convjo. A Brazilianby birth, he had er’s love, a sister’s devotion, the kind- Spanish pride and African impetuosity velop it in small quantities. Reasoning i work with scraper, ink-eraser, and what
been a long time at the court of Lislxm,
recom- not, and, if he succeeds in destroying all
ness of old friends, the old house
one author, Comoens, and no doubt the
where by Ijis intelligence and breadth of
mends the cultivationof flowers in marshy traces of the erasure, he is invited to
where we were bom, the trees on the
inspirating lines of the Portuguese poet
districts and in all places infected with take his hat and his leave.
hail inflamed her soul, rihe wept over
animal emanationson account of the
the misfortunesof Inez and Dom Pedro,
Are You Not in fiiood llenltli 1
powerful oxidizing influence of ozone.
and the faithfulness as well as the courIf the Liver w the source of your trouble, you
polite attention.

Governor of Fayal in token of his many (o-dav ”
services and the esteem in which he was ,
.
...
held .by the Government of Donna' “ Were I not irfraid of being indisMarin. The Governor invited WKl, ip’s 'reet. roPhed Leonia “ I would auk
eompanv to a grand banquet;- Nothing
of )'0Kr mldden clmn8e at
was left undone to make our sojourn 0l)ini0nplewaut impossible, Our host enter- “And I, Donna Leonia, already
toiued qs w ith priuccly'c'biirfesy
; varie- thought you had guessed the reason,
dfehes tidd with tlje excellenceof but, since you have not, allow me to
their pfepfiaration, while the" best wine ke“P Jny secret.”
that Spain cun l>oafit crowned a repast
The eibbarrassmentvisible rim the face
truly royhf in all its service. We thanked and in every movement of my companour stars'- f<* comma to that island. ion revealed more tlian any answer she
Femaudea fJorrejo had three daughters. might have given. F6arfng to wound
One of them, the oldest, was of dfffczling or annoy her, I remained silent,and for
boon tv. Sl»e was just 18, with a perfect n long time w^ walked on, no wyrd es_____
figore and dark, piercing eyes. The ex* raping our Bps. At- length 'we- sotdown
pression of her face bore nn inexpressi-at the foot of a little hill. Straightway
We charm. Her hair fell in long ring- in front of us was an immense field sown
lets, outshining in brilliancy the ravens all over with daisies,
“In the country I came from,” said I,.
A ruaior was current in the island that “this pretty flower is much prized, and
this yenng lady was shortly to marry a, loreW Use it to find out' tha degree Of
rich American, who had taken up his love existing between them. Here’s
abode at Horta. Her youthful heart, how it’s done.” Saying which, I threw
however, had never yet experiencedthat aside, one by one, the petals of the
strange sentiment called love, and never flower and repeated, at the same time,
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ageous resignation of the former was in
her eyes perfection.

Land

'

London.
The value of land in London
iu

is illus-

I told all my plans to Fernandez, who trated by two recent sqlcs. At the aucreceived me with the greatest kindness. tion mart, Tokenhouse yard, Messrs.

He would not hear

of

house, and ordered for

can find an absolute remedy in Dn. Panvord s
Liver Invioorator,the onlv vegetable cathartic
which acts directly on the Liver. Cures nil
Ihlioiw dineaneH.For Book address Dr. Sanford, 102 Broadway, Now York.

my leaving his Edwin, Fox & Bousfield sold, by direcThe Voltaic Belt Co., Manball, IHIch.,
tion of the First Commissioner of her
Will send their Electro-Voltaic Belts to the af-

my accommoda-

tion 5 special apartment The only difficulty I found was to he nlonq with
Leonia. Noemi, however, the little mulatto girl I have already mentioned, was

Majesty’s works, premises in Seething flicted Upon thirty days’ trial. See their adverlane, Tower street, at. £4 I7s. 4d per tisement in this paper, headed, “On Thirty
square foot, or at the rate of ,£*211,992 Days' Trial."
per acre. They also sold, by direction
Du. C. E. Shoemaker, the well-known aural
of the Court of Chancety, ten freehold surgeon of Reading.Pa., offers to send by mail,
houses in Ely place, Holl)orn, occupying free of charge, a valuable littlebook on deafness
togetherabout 13,412 feet, all with vacant possession, the leases granted
glrii* __________— s ninety-nineyears ago having expired. satisfy the most skeptical Address as Above.
Tho totaj amount (4 sale was £34,570,
Only the genuine exle grease has the name
being at ’the rate of £2 lls. Gd. per
of Frazer on every package, and wears longer
square foot, equal to £112,167 per acre.
than any other.
— New' Y&tk Sun.

her waiting-maid,and through her we
managed to have long and private interviews. She also carried our letters,
which were not written, but symbolical.
In Brazil I had learned the language of
flowers— and what delicious poetry is
contained in these silent messengers ;
speaking more than articulate language,
conveying the longing of the soul ami
what seems infinite in love ! A fortVeoetink is acknowledged by all classes of
night went by. Noemi was trustworthy
It is reportedthat Lord Dupplin, who people to bo tho best and moat reliableblood
and had wonderfully succeeded in keep- is the prospectiveson-in-law of William punfler in the world.
ing out secret to herself and our rela- fl. Vanderbilt, will accompany that gentions safe from prying eyes. But this tleman and his family back to this coun- . WiLHwr’s Fever and Ague Tonic. This old
supreme happiness was not to last for- try this fall. There nre various dates raliaMe remedy now sells at one dollar.
ever.
fixed by Mrs. Grundy for the wedding,
Straioqtsnyour old boots and shoes with
Fernandez Correjo was not a man to but they cannot be regarded as reliable. Lyon's Heel titifTeners, and wear them again.
-

The Young Man that Wins*

California Irishman could have succeedall this. His paper has a circulation of 50,000 a week, it has been prosecuted forty- five times, and at last the

A BLANK.

A

certain brutality of manners,
adopted from the English, is affected by
, Naught.
some of our yonpg, mem. They answer
[From the Syracuse (N. Y.) Dispatch.]
thin-skinned French Government has
harshly, ftffenriotto see a lady to wtomtr
Iii a plain but neat little story-imd-ii- clapped the crown,of martyrdom on his
they owe civilities,and try to beoome
lialf white house, 149 Townsend street, head by banishing him.
WILL
boors, even if they arc not. This style
lives a girl named Amelia Hoscli, who
is seen much in men of mixed blood, nerScrofula. ScrofulousHumor. Cancer,Cancerous Humor,
passed her 26th birthday on the 15th of
Deceived by Appearances.
liaps the half Germans, half French, half
lryi>li*!a*.
Canker, Salt Bheutn, Plmplca or Humor
January lust. The greater part of her
A Hartford jeweler directed the attenEnglish. It is a very poor style run! Ikilu the Face, Cough* an<l Colda, t'loera, Bronchltla,
lift» — fully fifteen years — has been a
Neuralgia,Dyapepaia, Hheumatlsm, Pains in
tion of a friend to a rough appearing old
travs the snob. It is not a common
blank. In her childhood Amelia was farmer saunteringdown the street, and
the Side, Constipation. Costlveneaj, Pika
American fault, still it exists. It should
Dizziness,lleadgche, Nenousnen,
considered an unusually bright girl. remarked, “Tve l>eeu worse sold on that
l»e frowned down; it is the fault of mediPains In the Muck, Palptnep at th«
She early learned to read and write Inith man than on any other in my whole busiocre nun. But, as Houssayo says:
Stomach. Kidney Complaints,
English and German, and could play ness life." The man, fully three score
Female Weakness and
“Young men are moderate nowadays,
General Debility.,^
the piano with considerableskill. When years and ten, wore shabby pap^aloous,
even in theiV follies. They arc afraid of
lietween 10 and 11 years of age she was rough cow hide holds inhbqent of t}ie
excess; they cut grooves for their voices
Tills preparation
la sclentlflcaWyand chemicallycomattacked with fever and ague. This slightesttrace of blacking, a vest soiled in bined. and bo ttrongly concentrated from roots, heiba and to run in. They ore bourgeois, who
soon developed into hysterical fits, and front and with the back partly in tatters; bar, that Its good erects are realized Immedl ,tely after carefully avoid fatiguing, much more excommeiKing to take it- There Is no disease of the human
in a few weeks the girl lost her reason. was in Jus. shirt sleeves, withyut. cullar,
system for which the Vmbtiiie c-nnot he u»e<lwith ria- posing themselves.” Haussayo does not
s*rm. as U does not containany metallic comHer fiower of speech ieft her, and her and bis Iread covered bv a tile fashionable prtcr
un i. For eradicating the system of all Impurities of
believe, eyidejitly,that there are Sir
limbs refused to support her. She be- many years ago. “That was about his the blood It has no equal. It ha* never lailed to effecta Bhilip Sidneys, “admirable Crichtons,”
«ue. givingtone and strength to the system debilitated
came a helpless imbecile,and did not style," continued the merchant, “when nr disease. Its wonderful tHei t» upon the complaint* in these days, but he is wrong. A shipleave her bed except when lifted from it. he dropped in at my store one day during named are lurp tslng to all. Minynavt been cur il bv wreck, a battle-field,a field day in Wall
t!** Vscctinb Oiat have tried many other remedies. It
From four to eight times a night and the war, and said he wanted to buy n can well be called
street, brings them to the front. Men
from two to six times a day she was watch. Judging from his appearance
are as mil »le as ever; there are as many
seized
the most
violent paroxysms. that
------- with
------.....
umi lie
im.im aumeumc
he meant
sometime in the future.
heroes. The occasionrtndaihjmi, and
CEE1T
PlfflER. in every office, every merchWBfc countMany times it was thought she was ^fter the scarecrow season was over, and
drawing her last breath. Medicines of timt, }ie }llMi (]rawn },is money, I didn’t
ing-room,in all flie walks of tne profesevery kind were tried, but without ef- bustle around veiy lively to make a trade,
sions are the silent heroes. What a hero
feet. In March, 1879, Dr. A. H. Tankle , j thought a $10 silver watch would alnmt Remarkable Cure of Scrofulous Face. is the young doctor who works day and
visited the girl and made a diagnosis of I r]0Re 0lrt big pile, and shoved one across
( night succoring the wounded, helping the
WBSTBisartR. Com*., June
1P79.
her ease. He combined a preparation the to counter him. He merely glanced Mr. H. R.
„ „ 1 sick, tending the dying! What a hero
Ittar Sir— 1 cun testifyto the good effectof your Mediof his own with one obtained from a pro- ftt ^ ftU(] quitly asked, ‘Don’t you keep
cine. My little boy had a Scrofulaaor-- break out on his i the young soldier who has first thorhead as large as a quarter of a dollar,and It went down
feasor in Columbia College, New York, anything letter?” This nettled me, and
oughly conquered himself! What a hero
his face from one ear to the other, under his neck, and
The second night after Amelia began fur‘ u bluff I hauled out au American was me solid mass of sores. Tw o bottles of our valuable | is the" young hank clerk, preserving his
cured him.
biking the preparation-she slept all wntcli, one of the costliestwe hint in the Viliams completely
honesty while there is temptation all
Very reapectfullv.
night, something'she had not done be- Btor0i wortb 3175 in gold, and gold was
Mr*. G. R. THATCHER.
around him! What a hero the young
fore in fifteen years. She began to in- worth about 200 then. He examined it
man doing honest work anywhere! He
crease in flesh, and in June uttered the carefully, asked its price, and-thw to my
shames the jiouneet-box hero; he is the
first words that she had spoken since 1 amazementsaid, ‘That’ll do." He dived
( Hotspur of the field of honor. Women
she was first attacked. Gradually her ' jo^n iuto his pantaloonspocket and af’ love these heroes. They are the men to
PREPARED BY
power of speech returned, and .with it ter fishing out of the way a roll of groeui marry. The other kind’ do very well for
H. R.
Boston, Mass. the leadership of the German, but the
her memory. The period of her mental ' backs as big ns your hat he hauled up
slumber is a blank, and she is more of a ft purse of gold, counted out the SI""),
true women do not care for them. One
cbilil than a woman, except in years. shoved the watch into his vest pocket and
real man entering a drawing-roomwith
Vegetine is Sold by all Druggists.
She tells of what she saw in her child- walked out Yon may imagine that this
his record of work behind him will scare
hood, and sings the songs that she used excited my curiosity,and after a while I flQ a week. |19 a day at homo easily m*d*. CojUy ; away the fops its ghosts retire at cockto sing in her Sunday-school.Although ascertainedwho my strange customer «P / £ Outfit fro*. Ad drew Tbue k Co., AufuaU, Mo. 1 crow. — American Queen.
she has received no instnicti-n since was. He lived a few miles down the
rtrLL CONCAVE F.NGMhH RAZORS,
August Dehn was sentenced to six
her recovery, she can read, write, figure river and was worth enough to have A1 $1,511. K. Howfcroft.StS West 36 th St., New York City.
. mouths’ imprisonmentin Baltimore for
and do everything thaf slie did before bought out the whole estal)lishment.
Morphine ll«bltCar*dla It drunkenness, on the complaint of his
she lost her reason. When asked about ' Since then 1 haven’t tried any more bluffs
toteOdnyo. Ni»pa.T (111 Cared.
Du. J. HTUi'UUN*, Lebunou,Ohlu,
mother. Before his term was over she
her illness she looks at the questioner in ' on plainly dressed men. You can’t aldied and left him by will $10,000.
ii wandering way — she knows nothing I ways tell by a man's clothes what he’s
A YF.AR and eipen'ea to
'J a«enta. Outfit Free. Addrew P.
about it. She now weighs about 140 1 got down in his pockets. ”
^4#
f 0. VICKERY, Augusta, Maine.
1“ •nn.l^-aearly twice «> much m she j I;| th„8 “d “ of
,on do
did liefore she began taking the prepara- 1 not \vinh to gend for your physician bo often,
dtnr n a MONTH : Agrente Wanted
Daiis'
\ tTII I1* Beat-Selling ArllrVe In the worldiasamtion. She is a strong, healthy-looking, keep Dr. Bull’d Baby Syrup m the house and it
VUUUple/rM. JAY URO.NSON. Detroit, Mich.
J IN RECOMMENDED
young woman. Sin* articulates rather will nave you many 'an anxious moment.
Bj P&yririani.byMUiionmrU*,bv MMtUri, by Mtehmt,
ed in
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VEGETINE
STEVENS,

THB CHEAT CRRMAN

BLOOD PURIFIER,
CURES DYSPEPSIA,
Livtr Complaint, Cootinnon, Biliout Attacks. Indigestion, Jaundice. Lose of
Appetite. Headache, Dizziness,
' Nausea,
Heartburn, Depressionof Spirits, Sores,
Boils, Pimples, Skin Diseases,Eruptions,Foul Breath,and all Diseases
arising from Impure Blood.
Ths Hamburg Drops or* recommendedas being
(he bert and cheapest Family Medicine ever offered,
and are told by Druggist*and Dealen at 60 Grata
a Bottle. Direction* In Eleven Language*.Genu In*
bear* the fao-eliulleelgnature,and privatepropri*
Usy *Ump
A.
A CO.,
Baltimore, Md., U.B. A.
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PainKiller

itt,

by yurut in HotpUaU,

EVERYBODY.

l At

Oglethorpe, G«., two laige tree*
KiHimlent 8l,e sm.l : “I know every Imve grownuj, like plllura undera rock
tliiug I used to know." She liken t„ ! Bhelf, m whiel, they are imbedded. The
talk, and embrace,, every opjx>rtm,ity to
converse that is offered. The ense ex-

'
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cites the wonder of the physicians, and a
great

many have

oose

•
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In a recent interestingarticleupon the
______
______
_____
palmy days of steamboat
life on the
Mississippi, in which special mention is made of
XT ^ L »*•*•* of
r\P I sxiiiotrill/xmill lw»
Capt. Chas. N.Corri,
Louisville,and the

— ^

“Shakespeare,” and prepares his quotations for his unique lecture on the
“Shakespeare Conscience,” on the cars.
He picks up everywhere; gathers everything. But in private he bewails his
treacherous memory'. I never knew a
student yet who did not seem to grow indignant with himself over the undue proportion of all that ho ever learned that
he habitually forgot Mr. Cook is no exception to the rule. Yet he marvelously
pr. serves and utilizesthe results of his
readings. His methods are peculiar. I
violate no confidence, and I may give
aid to students, lay and clerical, if I report
here these methods, as he told them to
me. This preserving machinery consists

Diarrhea* Dfitentery*
Cramp** CholDr*e
all Bowel Complaint*.

^ — — •— * • — — - — — — thu Wftnt nt tbo iOWOfit
Addreai CARD DEPOT, 111) Fifth AveM Chicago, ill.
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having ntvnryttbvtn found.

or Forr Sale by all Medlclne Dealer**

statement ot his cure after years of suffering
with Rheumatism by St. Jacobs Oil, our
exchange says: Such indorsements, coming
from our own people,leave no doubt thut
the emphatic claims made in the interest
of St. Jacobs Oil are fully justified.

week In your own town. Terms and 15 Outfit
tPODfr**. Address U. HaUXTT A Co.. Portland, M*.
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FORSHRE k MoMAKIN, Cincinnati, 0.

NATRONA?
Is the beet In the World. It U abaolntaly pur*. It I* to*
best for Medicinal Purpoeea. It la the b*et for Hakiag
_nd all Family Usea. Bold by al' DrugglsU and Groom*.

Days' Trial

C.GILBERTS

STARCH

will send our Electro-Voltaic
Belts and other
Electric Appliances upon trial for ft) days to thoes
filletedwith Atrvout JivbiHly and ditra>»nf a r*r»... I t.alure. Also of the U»er, Kidneys.Rheumatism.

Mrs. Gov. Lew. Wallace, in describnCfMBM,
n ride in New Mexico, says that the
Mexican driver occasionally leaped from
to
his seat for a pocketfulof stones, and A.goxl.tal'YTIT’AXXteci
throwing them at the heads of the mules,
“at the same time muttering, on the
ledger lines below, sacred words mixed
with names of saints.” The Mexican The only standardauthoritativeworks. Indorsedby
insists a mule cannot be made to under- the candidate* Airents coining money. Best terms.
A< t *t once. Address
stand without such urging, and they Outfit free.
HI UK A KD BICOX., Chicago. III.
have a proverb, “An ass’s ears are made

ing

Should write at one* for Circular* and tom*

We

.

•TTnrr.on -.t«»4•*
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M.I MB* IM l «« ••* *lM. wU>. ...
ttmtnuf.
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GARFIELD o HANCOCK

RheunintlMin

UNQUESTIONABLY TBE
23e»t Xjlrxlxrxowit 1\X Ade

I*°' P^OPLK’S*TEA*CO, fcoi 5005, Bt. Loala, Ho.

AGF.NTN wishingto eanvaa*for tb* Lire* of

IK

Back* Pain In the
and Neuralgia*

.

$20

THE BEST REX1EDY known to the Mi’aSalttafact’iCoJla.
Headache. Fain In the

1111 I CD
AIN ItlLLtn

1

profits

lor
Chillis

era* and

It* DangcrB.
[Louiaville (Ky.) Commercial.]

Studies.

Joseph Cool; Reads ami
Lyman Ablwtt writes to the Christian j
r
T .1. /“I 1. _____ !
.1
Union: Joseph Cook carries a railroad

<*}'

SURE CURE

_____ Sore Throat*
PAIN KILLER

Steamboat Life and

called to see the girl.

How

IS A
Rend for our Price IJ*t of fine
VUitlng Card* and card stock.
Wo have the largest variety In

$6to

r

Soil

“S!”

Republican Manual
GARFIELD- CAMPAIGN
OF

of three pieces:
1. He always carries with him a cheap

I MHO. Htstonr Principles, F^rly
Lesdere. and Achievement* of the RepubUMn Pari^.
with full biographiesof
TII 1'
By E.V. Smalley. of the NewYoik 7Vi/,Mr.»
A Inmk wanted oy every Intelligentvoter.Tne best ot nil
arw-nuli from which to draw ammunitionlor catnpniitn
um*. An eleesntdoth U.und volume at a fraction of the
usual cost. Price, *»0 cents; postage, 7 cents. Circular sent free. For sale bv the feadlng l^k^lei In -ver)

HANCOCK.

r®fs

OABFIKI.ltAN D AH-

R.

town.

long in order to catch oaths.”

Tritmno Building, New

YOU GAN BE CURED
OF YOUR

CATARRH! |I

.
j

HOW?

A. IN

13 JAZjX*
' CACIID BT

Malarial Poisoning

OF THE BLOOD.
A Warranted Cure.

AMERICAN BOOK KXCHAN(IK„
\

ork.

[Reading (Pa.) Times and Dispatch.]
this he jots
A
remarkable
cure effected in a stubborn
down, wherever he happens to be, a
i
| i 1
los.-ndlorour Prlce-Ustlor
thought, a sentence, a figure that strikes case is thus recorded by our Bernville corIkni. 1'iikk to any ndilrrss
him. The lx>ok fills up quickly. Then re.-pondeut,to whom the invalid made the
tmL. A» iiixm siqihcation.Omtsini
statement, which he gives ns follows: Mrs.
ymOfr ilH.cripti.nsol everylhlnsrea new one takes its place. He trusts his
qnlred for nemonsl or family
Rend l»c to DR. C. R. SYKES, 169 K. Madison st,
Jacob Sunday, of Jefferson township, was
Chicago.111., and he will send by return mall "Tbs Tra* me. with over l.ttOO Illustration*. We sell all gorsds
memory to serve as an index to suggest
for several years a severe sufferer, aud un- Theory of Catarrhand full Informationof s Sore Cur*." *1 whnlesolo price* in quantities to suit the purchaser.
to him the date of the reading, the inciThe only Institution in America who make this their
der the treatment of good physicians. She Name this paper, and writ* withoutdelay.
special business.Address
____ _ ....
dent, or the thought there noted.
dlOVrGOHKKY WAR!) A CO..
1 grew worse, and was confined to the house
ZZ7 nnd ZZ1) \\ ubiiHliAvenue. t'blrn«o, HI.
2. He also carries a package of com- lor three months, uuable to walk, and hardmercial note paper. Any extract in a W able to sit or lie. Several weeks ago she
TO THE
hook not in his own library, any fact or , resolved to try the Hamburg Drops. Very
figure worthy of more careful preserva- i shorll v after she had taken a dose of the
I F
I
This
and only complete and
authentic
m#
|
|
I
tion, he notes on a half-sheet of paper. ; remedy she experiencedrelief, and was
Tillsis the cheapestnnd
and authentic
T
csmt inn fine
hm* steel
Kt«H«l iK.rtrait*
iMirtruit*of
Life
of Gen. Garfield.It contains
These are assorted according to a few able to walk across the room. She contin- Garfield and Arthur, and is indorsed by their most intiI* th* "Origin*!" Conowitratod Ly* and R*llabl*
large titles. The homogeneous ones are ! ued to take the medicine and recentlydc- mate friends. Beware of “ catchp**nny ' imitations. Family Soap M*kar. DlrecUona accompany •ach Oaa
Agent* \\ unted.— Send for circulars containinga
for making Hurd, Noll and Toilet "o»p quickly.
w_
1._.
...........
dared
herself
entirely
cured,
and
is
able
to
pinned together. As the pile increases
full description of the work and extra term* to Agent*.
It 1* full weight and *trength. Aik your grow fot
HA EON FI EH, and Uk* no otb*r.
they are sewed. “ I am going to lecture attend to her daily work, as well as when Address NATIONALPL'BUSHISOCo., Chicago,111.

memorandum book. In
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PERMANENTLY CURES
(kidney diseases,
LIVER COMPLAINTSy|

|

|

.

jConstipation and Piles.

IT

I

to-night,” said he to

me^“on ‘Ultimate seventeen years ot age.

Peuu’a

Salt

PRINTERS. EYE-CLASSES.
CELLULOID

now 45

{

POWER. iiHAm

,

America. ’ I put in my bag my package
Trenor W. Park, of Bennington, Vt.,
of excerpts on Amcrien — a liumli'ed or who, forty years ago, was peddling ixi]>more— and look over them this afternoon coni and candy through the streets of
as it last preparationbefore I go < n the town, is
years old, and

HAS W1VV9
If Hi

WONDERFUL

M&nufact’ng Co.* Phila.

BECAUSE IT ACTS ON THBl
BOWELS AND
|NEYS AT TUB BASIS TIME.
I

LIVER, THE

Send for Sample* and Price*of our new Pre»Menplatform.” This method gives him the worth all of §15,000,000.
tluM nndldiitePl'ZZt.K CARD*. Something
Because It cleansesths system l
entirely
New and Unique. tZf' The latest thing out.
full use of his resources on each subject
repreBontlngtb* cholceatr*elected
TortoUe Shell and
Ithe poisonoushumors that develops]
The Bono nnd Muscle producing Malt, the
in. each lecture.
I In Kidney and Urinary diseases, BIM
CHICAGO NEWSPAPER UNION,
Amber. The llghteit,hand*om*Bt and Btrongest known.
Nerve- quieting Hop, the superb Malarialanllousnoss,Jaundice, Constipation,!
He lias not the contempt of some
tidote Ciilinaya.and other precious ingredients,
Sold by OptlchuiBand Jewelera. Made by BPF.NCF.R
77, 179 & 181 Fifth Are., Chicago,111.
iPlIos, or In Rheumatism, Neuralgia]
would-be scholars for the newspapers; combined without fermentation, are theingrediland Female disorders.
To
Per May O. M. CO- 13 Maiden Lane, New York.
he reads and uses them. With a red ents of “ Malt Bitters, ” prepared by the Malt
KIDNEY* WORT 1* akrj vegetable
SKLUXO
ocn
KEW
Hitters
Company,
Bouton.
crayon he marks whatever strikeshim as
Ipoundend can be aentby anil prepaid.
Platform Family Scale.
suggestive; throws the paper into a cor|0*c package will tatkeBlx qti of madlHM.|
Fond parent to his son: “Yes, San
iWeigb*accurately up to 25 ll*. W*
ner. Mrs. Cook, who is a sort of private
r-_Jh*na»onH)*ppearanc**ell* »t tight
Francisco is the place to get on in.
•nt-ir
i
LWy tohrauekeepen.Rftall nrioe *.
secretary to him, as many another wife
Lwk at James, he started without a
Other family acalea weighing85 lb*,
Bey li •( (he DracsOta. Prie^SESSi
of many another busy literaryman, cuts
can not be Dongbt for le*» then $6.
penny, and has lately failed for 8100,000.
A regularBOOM for Agrnt*.
WlUAimSMOIAeO.,fropliton,
out the marked articles and lays them
Kxclnaive Territory firen. Term*
BerUegtee, T*.
and rapid releararpria* old Agenta. Send for partlcaui*.
close ib
in an inucx
index serap-uo™.
scrap-book. When a
Domksiic Scale Go., 188 W.Mfi St., Cincinnati. O.
beat In th* World, for rato by th*
large store has accumulatedMr. Cook
“If C‘ Touto
goes over, culls .out U.ose of permanent I Still, with honesty and mdu try I see
MiieaDoMMaiMa R1 CO.
No.
value, and pastes or otherwisepreserves »» ^ason why youshould not, in a few
0 It. u.
Thre* dollar* per acre »llow*d th***ttl*rfor brenktog nod cultlvaUon. For particular*apply to
them; the rest are
| yeare> hul for 8u0,000.
D. A. MoKINLAY,
T^and €ommlR«lnn«r. Ht. Pa«l. Mlmm. In thi* puper.
A CaliforniaIrishman in Paris. ! pn.
catu^ucon wiu
New I. w, Thoui*nd* of Soldlera and belr**nUtl*d.
ne French repnbUc h«8 borne with
Penalon*date back to dUcbarf* or death. Tlwu limit, d,
weightierattacks, but it has at last
Addreea.with atamp,
GEORGE E. LEMON.
dered out of France at twenty-four
P. O. Drawer
Wmahlngton.D. C.
hours’ notice Baron Harden Hickey,
Tran!
born Patrick Hickey, the editor of Sold by all DruggiaU— 11 W per bottl*.
Triboulct, the comic paper supporting
AWARDED
PRICES
the legitimate cause. That Henry.
pGHESTHONORS
i5l.$57.$8e^i
Quatre, the French Bourbon pretender,
TO
AT ALL THE 6REAT
Tbla wonderful aubaUnoela aeknowledged by pbreL
the pink of old-fashionedroyalist;reelan* throughout the world to ba the beat remedy dl*AND
UPWARDS.^ Worlds ExHiBitioNt
covered for the cure ol Wound*, Dunra, RXciimaspectability, should be supported bv a
ALSO
tlato. Skin Dleeaese. Pile*, Umturrk,VhlU
ros
comic paper at all is funny ; but that
blelne, Ac. lu order that every one aey try tt. It la
FOR EASY PAYMI
pu* up to IS and # oeot bottle.tor.booBehold oae
the editor should be a naturalized Amer“|ThirteenYear8.
Obleln It from yourdruggiat. and you yrUl find ttaoporloa
PER MONTH FOR ^
ican Irishman,fresh from San Francisco,
loraythingyo* have erer
, /
ISllONTHSyOR
(038^1
no"6ther"
is queerer still. Hickey comes of a
DANIEL
F. BEATTI^I
PIR
QUARTER
FOR’^f
||American0rgans
family wliich made its money in bonanQUAHTERS/re UPWARDS^
p/kAVE BEEN AWARDED
za shares and went to Enrone to enjov
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itself after the California fashion,

who had
adopted him. Probably nobody but a

please the
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ORGANS

which

Hickey has done by buying a title of the
Pone, marrying a wife in the exclusive
legitimate colony in Paris, 'and then
editing a comic paper in French to

_
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SUCH AT ANY.

CATALOGUES FREE.^
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STEAMBOAT!

Jurmcrs’ Column.
How a

may be Eaised

Good Crop
,

IVEOnSTEY S-A.VEDI

on

Poor Land.

A

Excursions

practical Dutch farmer give* bla ex-

!

!

perience in an iwue of De Hollanderof

two weeks ago

in the

following manner:

may be attained by
thorough manuring and a requisite
amount of labor. Where we can have
enough of common manure this is not

THE STEAM TUG

•‘The above result

TWI-LIOHT

And a large barge, which is large
but $rhere this cannot be enough to carry from 400 to 500 people,
had, we must look out for other fertilizers. fitted up for the purpose, can be chartered
And among snch fertilizers we have found during the summer season of 1880 to run
Sunday School Excursions,Picnic parlies,
the "Homestead Superphospate” to be
etc., on Black Lake, and Lake Michigan.
superior to any. This fertilizer is drilled
For further particulars,apply to
in the ground at the same time with the
CAPT. F. R. BROWER,
Holland, Mich.
grain.
very

difficult,

We have tried

and

this

will give our

experience to the readers of the farmers

column. I had

of poor used up

a piece

Wishing to reduce my

DRY

READY MADE CLOTHING

was too much of this land

left.

This idle piece of poor land caused me to

piece of five acres, and had somebody drill

in 873 pounds of the Superphosphate,

All those goods were purchased betore the rise, and

New Stock! New Store!

can be sold very cheap.

Boot & Kramer.

THE STOCK

wheat. This laud

has

We

respectfullyInvite the attention of our citizens to the stock of goods which we have opened
ouo door east of E. Van der Veen’s hardwarestore,
and the prices for which we offer them.

and harrowed once,

Teas, Coffees, sugars, Spices,

Laundry and

before sowing— a very poor preparation of

bed.

a wheat

I predicted at once, that

if

Soaps,

yielded an average crop,

this five acres

the fertilizer would do ail I ‘could wish,
because without

I could expect nothing.

it

The result, however, was magnificent,

Toilet,

etc., etc,

Our 40 cent Tea Is called A No. 1 for the price by
expert judges. Fine Candies, Tobaccosanil
Cigars, Toys, Notions, Flower Pots, Hanging
Baskets in great variety.

e. j. HZ-A.RRiiqra-TON';,
ECOXiLJLITD, IMIiaH:.

since we have haivested therefroma large

wheat.

crop of splendid

It

may

not be 30

IS OOIdlEIjETE.

CALL AND SEE FOR YOURSELF.

been plowed only once since the last crop
off,

at groat bargains.

19-2m
HEW FIRM!

think about fertilizers. I measured a

had been taken

and CAPS,

manure and

to

use for corn land, so that a piece was

together with the

days

HATS

GOODS, BOOTS and SHOES,

land, on which wheat had been raised two
successiveyears without manuring. There

stock, I offer for sale the next 30

ALL CHEAP F0® CASE.

bushels per acre, but at any rate sufficient

had not used
would have had nothing.

me weli, where, if

to pay

the fertilizer,I

I

This superphosphateis for sale at Melis’

hardware store. Several farmers have
and

tried it,

Give ns a

trial

and you will be pleasedwith

goods and Prices.

Farms

No trouble to Show

it. (See advertise-

all praise

Goods.

BOOT & KRAMER.

ment.)
It

was

to behold such a

fine

wheat. The straw was

not

a pleasure

even field of

Holland, Mich.. June

For

very tall, but was stiff and hard, and the
ears

of even size, rather large and well

filled. I have not threshed yet and therefore cannot give

you the

but

net proceeds,

21. 1879.

Sale.

20

ACRE

Therefore I don’t hesitate to

And

recommend

FOR SALE.

do this because I
know that there are so many poor pieces A ^ £rently r,',f,u'(‘(iprices. 4.r> feet front on
xv Eiehth street, between Cedar and Market,
of land surroundingus which by fertilizwill buy it. For further information apply to
this fertilizer.

I

ing can be made to yield a profit. 1 don’t
doubt but what this fertilizer would yield

used on lands not

still better results if

quite so

much exhausted.Every farmer is
make exhaus-

aware of the difficult task to

again. If'this super-

ted land productive

phosphate is used in time

keep

it will

your land all right.

Holland.

V. E.

Almost everybody knows of
flour, but not

patent

everyone understands what

it is. Stripped of technicalities,this

is

II.

Holland. March

VW
WUwU

of winter

wheat.

IWil

picfrtr.AdJAT

much

into the flour in its

color

was

of

the bran cot

manufacture that

lam.

BRONSON,

saws

Boney Carpenter, Prop’r

uke

HOLMES.

IF. F.

II

ARB IS

A. L. Holmes & Co.

,

fully describedwith sciasUAs mods
of ears. Prof. Harris’ lllsstrated
pamphlet test free os appUcatwa.

_ °r

HARRIS REMEDY

CO.,

Eisf | Chemists,8th k Isrket Sts,

8L Louis, Mo.

who ar*

troubled with Leseorrhaa
Whites) should send (or

C Jk**
i,10«|4 Mod (of
arris PMMlct
(Illustrated

by Plates) glslngdescription
o his Remledy, and showio^ila i|>.
os of
plication. The pamphletis saluablt tb say
cate health, being a thorough
tical treatise os Ibis disc ssat
feat
. ......
MEIT CO-ST. LOUIS JIO.

Pm.

I

'humiiiEmt
.

LECTRICITV
la the Caro of DUeato.
j

Mediralumi of EUctrieitj.
But Fobms or
ElCCTIiei[lTS4SATTUIU.

Isstrscttons
forself trestmentby Electricity fur Hbeumatmn,
Neuralgia, Epiltpey, Paralysis,Dyspepsia,sod all Nervous
and Chrooic affectioos.As illustrated book of ovsr sixty largt
pages esat frtt oa receipt of 3 coot stamp.Address

ELECTRO-FARADICBELT

_

«! *814 ChMtnnt

St.,

CO.,

ST. LOi:iS, HO.

IEEK

liUWiliidlSi? it 12 y. 8tfc stmt, ST. LOUIS,MO.
HE PhydUUss is chsrgo of this old and woll known Instl_

_

IN

Ursula
‘ -''POSUREpb^

»**—V

Bpermatorrnen,Bczunl Cetilltyend Impotency. as the result of Self-Abusein youth, sexual vxceaie.in mature? year*, or other cauaei,and which produce
lo me of the following effeet* : nervoumet*.aemina1 enus•ions,
lion.,urojiuy,
debility, (iiinnes.
diinne*. ot
of signi,
sight, 'ii-iecm''
dcleclisomcni"
iiienio , iiim).
on the face, physical decay, aversion to society of K-mah-*.
contu.ionof ideas, lost of sexual power, etc . rendering
mnrrinwe Improper or unlnp; uic permanentSy
cured. Conxultation at office, or by mail free, ai d invited,
When it it Inconvenient to visit the city for trratnu-i.t,
medicine* can be aent by mail or express everyw here. Curable case* guaranteed, where doubt existsit is frankly •!.: d
Piaphli’. for k»a, 1 S*»ap; f^
1 .'A ftp

y

W;mi,

Girnxn, In both, 2 UtlBM. Cl ?i£

MARRIAGE
,ms.

art.ices la maured yaare,ar. rwnnio.Btly cored.This dl»im prod
rom. of Iho following•fleeta-emissior.s, blotche.,
•is.
prodsic
----------dniis.sa, aarToasMia, dimness of light,cough, indig.stion,
annstipalioa.
daspood.ncy, coofusioa of id.aa, aeeri.outo so.
cwty, dafoctiromwnory,uiual axluusliou,iaipot.ncyor lou
ol asaaly
aahta tha
tha rictimfor busin.aior marriiga.
aaly rigor, which salts
Q by Mail and Eiprcsi,
w but where possibla,
rred, which
is
and‘ invit>
XiUoniuTlsnonisTrer.rred,
wl.i
* FI
parsoail
consultatioa
is pre
answered
by
or qu.itioa.
quMDoaa to b«
d« aas w.reo or patients
patien desiringtreat.
ad. Listt of
iltd fre.
ires to a.y
aay addressoa applieatlon.
miit mailed
, . .
/Persoa. Mlhrtatfrom Rapturo .boald Mad heir addroM,V
\a«d tans aomalhlat to Ibolr advantag*. It I. ant a trass./
loeimuaicatinnistrictly eoofidtntlal, and ihnuld be a IdrrstM
DR. BUTTS, IS Nortfc Slh Sk, Sk Louis,

PA’

FRES
---

add

'

;

Manufacturersof and dealers In

M»

included a large proportion of the weight

_

For the speedy cure of Seminal Wtakneet. Lost Manhood,
I remature Debility,Nervouitieas,Despondem y, Confu ion
of Ideas, Averiionto Society, DefectIve M'inorv,ami .'1
Disorders broughton by Secret llnbiu and Lxcoascl.\ y
druggist hat the ingredient*. Addres*,
ES. 7W Chestnut St.. St. Louis.

DR. JACCU
27-17W

1

of the

spring wheat, and this would

sell

more particularly for feed for horses.
Now the best of flour, and the most ex-

You

will find all

and every

Slippers Etc.

you

GAME

effort will be

feel

in their season,

made to make

at home, and to minis-

FOR

Diseases of the Threat aiii Lais,
In diseases of the pul-

Ayer’s

monary organs a safe
and reliable remedy is
invaluable. Ayer's

the discovery

of

way

a

No. 74 Washington Street,

ter to your wants with

GRAND

kindness and

great horizontal sieves, and while agitation

an ingenioussystem of
draft is rushing up through, and carries
oil' the bran. What is left is the glutinous

II

A VEX,

and most productive,and out of this,
purifiednow by the drawing off of the
bran, we get our new process flour. The
been to

of the process has

make the poor spring wheot

CO-

RF,
causing

Custom Made Goods

FINE LiaUORS and CIGARS

r^fw

the Mil

sf ail

Jrf.si.direc;

34

psss.

tret

» P*»«.W MIS,

UmUU

bore dtsenbed books,nkarontaTning &3fi pagas. and osar 108
ia.d
rolum.
i. poattir.ly
iliustrations.
Tb. combiaed
. tb. moat
popular Medical Book publi.hed. Tbs author i. aa oipork

CToS^Kn^Xma^ooUinTn
roluL

Regular Meals only 25

.

cts.

Bronchitis, Influenza,Clergyman’s
sa

-CailONIC"diMMM,-Psau*.
atamp.Ukn U paymealft* bMka.

no. HUTTS’

Quality uf work guaranteed,and repairing
done on short notice.

DISPEHSARY

filS^SSSinii^SplUatedcaM«,

and diseaMS reilll>a|
from Impure sexual usociatioo.,Mlf abus. or aexual otesses.
Patientstreit.dby mail and expreii. . Whare poMibla, pertonal coasullatioa
is pr.f.rr.d,
which Is free tad mrited. Quetlions to b. answ.rtd by patl.nU d.eir.ngtreatm«alai.iWfr.a

A. L. HOLMES & CO.
Grand Haven, Mich., March 1st. 1879. 4!>-tf

and rapid cures, and is adapted to patients of
any age or either sex. Being very palatable,
the youngestchildren take it readily. In

ordinaryCoughs, Colds, Sore Throat,

34— tf

will remain onr Specialty.

ncv'TAO

such power as to insure
itr* the greatest possible
f/J, efficiency and uniformity of results.It strikes

pulmonary diseases,affordingprompt relief

ALWAYS ON HAND.

Sore Throat, Asthma, Croup, and Catarrh, the effects of Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral are magical, and multitudes are annually preserved from serious illness by its
timely and faithful use. It should Ik* kept
at baud in every household for the protection it affords in sudden attacks. In

Whooping-cough and Consumption

Lake Navigation

there is no other remedy so efficacious,
soothing, and helpful.
Low prices are inducementsto try some of
the many mixtures, or syrups,made of chetm
and ineffectiveingredients, now offered,
which, as they contain no curative qualities,
can afford only temporary relief, and are
sure to deceive ami disappoint the natieut
Diseases of the throat and lungs demand
active and effective treatment ; and it is dangerous experimentingwith unknown and
cheap medicines,from the great liabilitythat
these diseases may, while so trifled with,
become deeply seated or incurable. Use

!

of

Minnesota and upper Wisconsin the most

OIPIEHTJED.

valuable kind of grain.

tues of the finest drupt,

chemically united, of

alacrity.

MICH.

going on their

portion of the wheat, the most nutritious

the medicinal principles and curative vir-

: __

to draw out the

Having but recentlyformed our co-partnership,
we wish to infoirn bur fellow-citizens of Grand
is ground about as before. The first result Haven and surrounding towns that we have a fine
stock of Ready Made Goods of all descriptions,
is an ordinary flour sold for exportation.
which we offer for sale cheap. However,
Then the remainder is taken and put upon

result of the discovery

c.us.v

tluU*s,C<nlnoms
.< Uf. mosidmd, U> ^
V»W» st sf tUpeolmsb
Ugslnrti.'d
Wise. ma.lafedkgIk*-.
S. Worn*., iMU CMS. sad tre.tm.sLA bonk for pnteu
rtadt.|,of 111 pscss,»iih faU PWss Enpirtsp,try mail, tMwd.SOMaa.
)

bran. Under the new process the wheat

is

_

rites.

pensive, is made of this very reluse of the
old-fashioned process. It all came out of

CtiEiutY Pectoral is
sucb a remedy, and no
otherHoeiiiinently
merits the confldenee of
the public. It is u scientific combinationof

A large,new and enmplet* Quid, to WHlock,coutaming, with many otb.re,tha following ehapt.r.! A CompitoM Womanhood.
S.lettionof Wif^ TemperameBts,compatibl.
as! incumpaubl., fitenlltr in Wom.n. cause aod Dt»
AJticc la Bridegroom,Advica to Hasbands, Advic. to Wir.a,
MS. L.libaer and Matrimonyeompartil.
I
rostitutMa.Its
Prostitutioa,
.U causes,
^“{r,'^Us. i. R
Css SCSI

Mo

THE BEST REMEDY

OppositeSweet's Hole).

BOOTS and SHOES

cuiDEr

gg»uj-vi.<x..r.a

would be ground and then bolted. In the
refuse— the bran and middlings— would be

I

Elntrnntcloth and e-llt bindlnK. So»ted fir 50c.
postage or currency.Over fifty wonderfulp iipictu.-.i,
true to life; article*on the fo'lr-wlnaaubjert*: Who may
marry, who not, why. Manhood, Womanhood,]!!iv»,cal
deny. Who .hould marry; I! w life and bnppiti,«smay
be increased. The I’hvsiolocy of Reproductioi'.n? >1 mai v
more. Tho*e married or cuiiter.ipiatYjn a.i.a.T sl-oo.d
read it. then kept under l,>ckami key. Poni.lrr
tipi
fdi''.,n,
lame as atiove, but paper
T cover, y*' pi.gr. . b5 cts
ct» by mail,
in
In money or postage.Ch
Ihcnpengo.•Iguidr in Anifricr.
AmeriP*

l

I

Nos. 12 and 14 Canal Street

;

s.

in

through th.tr ir.atm.ntof c omplicatrd
pcases.

VnilNft MEN

THE CITY OF GRaND RAPIDS,

rma, or Rupture, all urinary DtEeasos r.c '
Byphilltlcor MercurialAffections of the Throa .
Skid or Bones, are treated with unparaihlediucc-ta,on
latectadentifleprinciple.Pafrly. Privately.

_____

BlHrlara, OrthlO.,all
Crtaary TroaMassad Syphilid,
Here. rial .ffectioos of tb.
ByphltlU. or lee
thraal. or htsT*.treat. d with succtM, oa scientific pnadpi as. otthoota«a*Mmary or olh.r PoiroooueMrJicmti.
1Dd ttioe. of middl. ag. who ar. sut

OYSTER
HOUSE

in

________________
v. made
7u and ability so
much suportorto that of tbs ordinary
their skill
ao moc
bast
acquired
a
national
rtpulalloa
•rectiMaor, that tbsy has

.

Tliis ii at present Ihe most popular

Col Icgca, has been longer
the specialtreatment of all Venereal. Sexual
Chronic Diseases Uian any other Physician In 8t.

ged

DR. BUTTS’

RESTAURA1NT

Mo.

A regular graduate of two Medical

•Vigor

tll*»

its

dark. The wheat

intolerably

in-UK,

Cost

&?Kl.U:il W rati
Itilptire Uloisl, Loss of F.m-nj*. Partial Iin|>otcuo, Distressing Niclit
Emissions,an.l many vital evil*
resultingfrom Early Error sinl
excesses,which, if neglected,end in premature decline,treated with unparalleled
success on entirely new
principles, effecting cures in oj winy ilayis.s required
weeks under old nauseatingRod dangerous remedies.
“Treatise on Debility ’’ and list of questionssent in
plain sealed envelopeon receipt of two .V. stamps. So
Ere Rt quire’ l until satisfactoryresults are oldam, d. Address DIL CLLUU. 131 Lamed StreetEast. Detroit.Kirk.

Spring wheat yielded either much less in
quantity, or else so

at Little

METROPOLITAN

wmmz
»nv<"Vr
Tn.-

Hom« Treatment

WHITTIER

Dtt.

617 St Charles Street, St. Lonis,

p,U

A3IUT3 WA1TTZD1

SrlllncCrllelMln Iht Wort'lla

MZ

32-tf.

DOESfilTtO.

Or
yon cr>n
\rjih our
.Vctr yinrhine-> th-.» it will cm Hettrr chan
Krer.
w:!| »;] rniialn c.|unl nze and
Sent free on reeefpt of (12.60 in nnj
put "( tin? I mtfd Nlati-a. lIliintiatHlCiroulari free,
t^nnl Arjentutranfe'7 fit ererf/ ennnff/nnd
cilu. A-idre^ K. ItOAH dc UltO., Xetv Oxford. /Vi.
Ut)~ \\v havi. hundreds of letter* from men u“ing
«.r MochiLe « ho jjj the:- vould not
fur U.

/- L.

made

best flour used to be

75

MANLY

18. 1880.

titACAA MONTH!

about the story of its manufacture: The

1879.

farm near Fremont Center, all

cleared, some fruit trees— most ol the remainder under cultivation:good brick house, well,
I think it will reach 20 bushels per acre,
etc A brick yard is on the land, with machinery
and this is about as much as you can wish for making brick, kilns, etc. For sale dirt cheap.
Title clear. A Holland settlement is close by this
of such land under the best of circum- place.
Inquire at THIS OFFICE.
stances.

tor tb. Beit sad TuUtV
SellingPictorialBooks and Bibles, friers
rsdsetd 33 per et. National Publish1*Co., Chicago, m.

n

160 acres, three miles north of the city, on the
Grand flaxen road, with dwelling and orchard.
120 acres,of which ten are cleared,situated In
the township of Olive, near Cole’a mill. Good
house.
60 acres of land in Section 21, of the township
of Holland. Also 50 acres, raoetlv cleared, clav,
gravel and sandy land, adjoiningI)irk Paulas', In
the township of Holland.
The above lands can be bought at reasonable
terms. Inquire of
M. D. HOWARD.
Holland, Sept. 16.

A

ABFNTft WANTED

for Sale.

.

Commissioner Le Due

has recently been

selectingsites for tea farms in Georgia,

SURE CUBE
-

and has returned to Washington, leaving
an assistant to complete the work. He
thinks that

he

_

will have no difficulty, as

at least in Georgia, has been already
ported from Asia

is

tea equal to that im-

raised in quantities in

that state at a cost of not
ty cents a

DAILY BETWEEN CHICAGO AND
GRAND HAVEN and MUSKEGON.

more than twen-

(Sunday excepted.)

pound, and readily finds a mar-

ket at Lorn forty to fifty cents.

CHICAGO DOCI, FOOT OF MICHIGAN AVENOE.

The bpdon

Economiet says hundreds of

thousands of sheep, if not millions, have
died of plague in

England, and

the Russian,

Grand Sarto lock, foot of Waikingtonlirost,

Turkish,English, and Afghanistan wars,
as well as those of

Turkey, Syria, Persia,

and the Tridan country, have caused tens
of millions of

sheep to be killed. In

fact,

wool-growing in Turkey, Russia, Persia
and India has been almost given up on
ticcountof the

wars and the low

current for the past five years.

prices

-

FOB

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, and you

chitis, Asthma, Consumption,
And AH Dtaemaea mf TUKOAT mad leVHCM.

the problem of tea culture at the south, or

solved. A quality of

_

Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat, Bron-

Put op In Quart-SlxoBoltUs for Family Ua»
praparad of Balaam Toln. OryaUUlMd
Rock Candy, Old Rye, and othor tonloa,Tba Forronla
{a known to onr boat piiyniclana,is hlchly connnsnded
by them, and tha analysisof onr most prominent
•qomlfit. Prof. G. A. MARINER, la Ohlcafo.taom iho
labol of STory bottle. It Is wall tnowa to the medical
profsaaion that TOLU ROCK aad RYR will afford tha
lOaalMst raltaffoTOou*hs,Colds Inflaenxa. Bronchitis,
ScimtifloallT

Used as s BRVKRAGB aad APPETIZER, tt makssa
dsllchtfoltoo to for family osa. Is pleasanttotaks; tf
waji ocdaUliUUd,It liras tons, acUrltyand stnaett
8s tha whole human frama.

’CAUTION.??^,
/CAUT

I
I

\
The 6 o'clock train on the Grand Haven
connect* with the Boat*.
T. G. BUTLIN, Snpt.

•-tf
Dress

prints,

Road

Chicago.

woolen dress goods and a

largo variety of Spring Goods, just opened
at the store of
E. J. HARRINGTON.

:o palm off upon yon
STS who try to
place of our’
the only medli
ItcatAd articlemade,

rTOLU ROCK AR

\tn* a OOVE1
)VERNMENT

“
MIimoH,S*pt.

It, 1178.—I

recairadao

ateppo4*a)l.pp.re.ttroublo.hat
1 wish yoa

,l,

mack ben.fit hemths

tkoreZawaakatm yat, aad

woaMjjajmjMa^lir^y^afthat

Wtb.

Oct
am almwt aarprtstdal roar Pam
MlUa. They hare worhad Ilka a chares aa me. 1 am jut
twice as nach of amta w I wac befw. takiag. I wai sa tha
l.wa,

erft wo^Jiw^oH^arej^^^
wm m
l

but BOW

I

us

thouf ht, tad Ihirt

cirt

far

Prepared by Dr.

STAMP

LA WKKBrCE At MABTIN, rrwpriotora,
111 ICmdlawa Street. Chleaco.
Ask Fanr Druggist fbr tt!
Ask your Grocer for HI
IV* Aek wear Wise Morehmnt fkr ttt
JT Children,mak yonr Mmmma fbr It!
fW~
tr*

Lowell, Mass.

Wart Vlfitali, Aag. 28, l«78.-I reretvtdyear medVtw.,
1 hali.r.it bu cared ma, for which I am very Ihaakful. la.
c!om4 pIsaM lad tS, tor which pleue scad me aawther hot
(No. T) ’or i friend. Voa hare feat a greatthiagfoe mo. I
will mb,I yoa all

tVyjdern^im^

SOLD IT ALL DBltaeiSTI ITSBTWliai.
A /\

p.

aiTQ

I

LIFE

m Phyoieian and dnrpeott.

Missouri.Jane Mb, IW8.— Plcm forward me at once .nothar
1*« of tb* I rslilles, Tb. p.n.nt oa whom I hare used mo" of
f-r hot. la ifdmoa to a uair^e box, t. fast mot.nsg, usd I
t,..a. aaaihcr

DRUOOINTN, GROCEBR and

WIKR MERCHANTS everywhere.
47-8m.

JfYvtrt m Itruggtat.
Msrrlsnd, Srpt.2, lV^.-l.»»t J.nu.ry w» got from vow t
box ot -our remedy, lor one o( onr custom.r.,aud it l,»sn mc
* perter- rure of him. >V» biro .notSarcuitoiu. r now suf.er*
thg is tb* samu ••Ji •*— ‘“‘h i>/ i.'ainuitii wi-t No 3 b«a

ADVENTCRESof

“JAMES,
TV

Rniwt

__ ____
ST linn.J.-A. DaCC*. Ph.D.
Wntwra Ottawa.

I

nrgflld hv

Ayer k Co.,

Mf

la

Worn

J. C.

Practical and Analytical Ck«nJsU.

m4

.

may

confidentlyexpect the best results. It is a
standard medical preparation,of known and
acknowledged curative power, and is as
cheap as its careful preparation and fine
ingredientswill allow. Eminent physicians,
knowing its composition, prescribeit in their
practice. The test of half a centurv has
proven its absolute certaintyto cure all pulmonary complaints not already beyond taa
reach of human aid.
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